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Signatures
Asked On
Petitions

Hubbard Speaks At Courthouse
By MAW SANDERS
Staff Reporter

stated that his administration would
represent major changes in government and wiser expenditures of tax
dollars
Hubbard said he would "start
trimming" by selling some of the stale
airplanes and using the rest for official
business only. He added that he even
might fly commercially.
Too many state employees is another
problem Hubbard mentioned. He said
he would not fire anyone but would cut
back on the hiring of people after others
retire.

The Department
Human
of
Resources needs improvement,
Hubbard continued. He stated that
"The greatest tragedy in our state
there ahould better ways to eliminate
government is waste. When people
welfare fraud.
,‘proxima
- tely 100 citizens opposing
work as hard to pay taxes. as they do
Hubbard added that west Kentucky
recent five cent property tax apthese days with inflated dollars, its
needs improvement of rural roads and
proved by the Calloway County School
unpardonable to run state government
Board held a meeting Monday night in
bridges. He emphasized the "horrible
inefficiently," Carroll Hubbard,
roads" around Graves County and
the courtroom of the Calloway County
Democratic gubernatorial candidate,
stated that he was the only candidate
ocirtahroleusselk
C
said yesterday in the lobby of the
for governor familiar with rural
indsor, Lynn Grove, one of
Calloway County Courthouse.
the leaders of the group, brought
problems.
The U.S. representative from KenHe told the crowd of about 30 people
several petitions requiring signatures
tucky's First Congressional District
which would put the decision of the tax
that all gubernatorial candidates were
inirif&Mthe Wingo Trade Day. All the
increase to the voters.
County Attorney Max Parker read a
candidates cancelled for various
statute, KRS 157.565, that stated if the
reasons except Hubbard.
The state education system needs
signatures obtained on the petitions
equaled 25 percent of all votes sag in
more money for improvement of
the last presidential election in ,the
elementary and secondary schools,
according to Hubbard. He added that he
taxing district, the tax would be put on
the ballot for the May primary.
supports the vocational school
Parker added that he was present to
program. Students not interested in
LIGHT BRIGADE — Karen Bailey, commander of the Murray High School
read the statute and not to support or
certain classes ought to be taught a
Winter Color Guard, 'The light Brigade,' is shown with the trophies the
oppose the tax.
trade, he said, especially if they do not
guard
gathered when it won the overall championship in the Mid-South
The signatures needed, from the 13
plan to go to college.
Winter Guard Circuit. The Murray guard is in its first year with the newly
voting districts in the county outside of
Hubbard also expressed his view that
formed circuit. Seven color guard units from west Tennessee and west
the Murray city school district, have to
law enforcement and the court system
Kentucky participated this season, and the Murray unit won over Milan
be filed with the school board within 30
need to be more effective.
days of the tax being passed. The board
Officials' who will closely supervise
(Tenn.) High School by .45 point. Besides winning the sweepstakes award
passed the tax increase at its regularly
for best color guard, the 'Light Brigade' also won the marching and
the utility companies and listen to
scheduled meeting March 26.
consumers before approving rate inmaneuvering equipment awards for best overall flag and rifle usage in the
Windsor estimated that 2,200
creases are needed, Hubbard said.
show.
signatures would be needed. He added
Taxpayers should have to foot the bill
that 3,000 should be obtained to guard
for the cost of government, he added. If
against errors In tabulation.
government were run efficiently, he
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of
claimed, the need for new taxes would
Calloway'County Schools, and several
be eliminated and many present taxes a
members- of the, board attended the
could be reduced or eliminated.
meeting.
In order for workers to be able to
Rose commented that he was improvide for their families, new industry
pressed that a number of people in the
that will not harm the environment
crowd did not want petitions. He added
should be brought into the state,
that he felt it •indicated the people
Hubbard said. He also added that
By DAVID ESPO
considered that the board used good
farmers should be supported.
deal collapsed, largely in a
judgment
AssoCiated Press Writer
in leving the tax.
Hubbard's wife Joyce and their two
disagreement over the union's demand
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
daughters, Kelly and Krista, acCAMPAIGNING — Carroll Hubbard (right), US. representative running for
for semi-annual cost-of-living inTeamsters union and the trucking incompanied the candidate in his camgovernor, spoke yesterday in the lobby of the Calloway County Courcreases, and the Teamsters launched
dustry resumed contract talks today,
paign through west Kentucky.
strikes against 73 selected companies.
thouse. Hubbard discussed his campaign, several issues and answered
and
union President Frank FitzTrucking Management Inc., the
questions. He was accompanied by (from left) his daughters, Kelly and
simmons. said he hoped the two sides
industry bargaining group that
Krista, and his wife Joyce.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
could reach agreement before the end • represents 500
mostly large trucking
of the day.
firms, retaliated a few hours later with
"We made some progress Monday)
a lockout that, has kept 235,000 Teamand we hope to complete it today,"
sters off their jobs.
Fitzsimmons said before talks got
The Murray Girl Scouts will be
Girl Scout Cookie Sale.
under way on a new contract that would
WASHINGTON (AP) — Joseph
conducting a Sustaining Membership
Those wishing to help the Girl Scouts
end a 10-day shutdown of the trucking
Hendrie, chairman of the Nuclear
Enrollment fund drive during April.
should contact Judy Whitten at 753-6934.
industry. The work stoppage has hit the
Regulatory Commission, told Congress
auto industry particularly hard.
today the nation's nuclear power
The purpose of the drive is to enroll
Federal mediators kept the two
program could not survive another
wo sines
members whose contributions help to
Two more arrests on charges of drug
bargaining
for 11 hours Monday before
accident like the one at the Three Mile
support the programs offered to local
violations were made Monday in
the talks were recessed after midnight.
Island plant.
girls through the Kentuckiana Girl
Calloway County, according to Joe Pat
Mrs. Laurel P'Pool of Murray Route
"We have made some progress,"
"We cannot tolerate accidents of this
Scout Council.
Cohoon, Kentucky State Police . narThe Murray-Calloway County
7 has beersnamed as the 1979 Arthritis
chief federal mediator Wayne Horvitz
kind and we must take whatever steps
Ministerial Association will sponsor
cotics investigator.
Campaign Chairman for Calloway
said after sending negotiators home for
are necessary to prevent them,"
Pre-Easter services on Wednesday,
The Murray Girl Scouts plan to enroll
The two arrested were J. D. Borders,.
County,
according to James E. Letcher,
*!---a
few
hours'
Hendrie testified at the start of
sleep.
"I
pleased
am
by
their parents and community friends of
Thursday, and Friday from 12 to 12:30
29, Benton, and Lindy Lee Carr Jr., 18,
D. D., the Executive Director of the
that,
but
we
have
do
hearings
a
long
way
to
go."
by the Senate nuclear
p.m., and the Easter Sunrise at 6 a.m.
scouting in order to reach their goal.
Murray. Bors- was charged with
Arthritis Foundation.
Asked about reports that he offered
regulation subcommittee.
on Sunday.
trafficking in preludin, a Class D
The state campaign is scheduled for
the two sides new proposals of his own
The hearing will focus on why the
"The Resurrection" will be the theme
felony, and trafficking in ionamin, a
A sustaining membership is $15 and
the month of April with' a goal of
to
NRC did not take charge at Three Mile
break
the
dispute,
Horvitz
said,
of
misdemeano
the
Class
noon
A
r.
bond
His
set
was
day
services
with the
above. It costs $36 a year for the
$271,300. The Arthritis Foundation is
"That's possible." He declined further
Island until three days after the acWednesday service at the First
at $25,000.
Kentuckiana Council to provide
the only voluntary health organization
cident.
comment.
Christian
Bond
Carr,
charged
for
Church
with
trafwith
the
Rev.
Darrell
scouting for each girl in the program.
working in the field of arthritis which
One source, who asked not to be
Hendrie recommended several steps
Ramsey as speaker; the Thursday
ficking in PCP, a Class D felony: was
affects over 444,000 Kentuckians.
to prevent a recurrence of the accident
identified,
said
earlier
sides
that
both
This money pays for recruiting and
service at the First Baptist Church with
set at $20,000. Both are lodged in the
Arthritis affects both young and old, a - that nearly forced
had shown a new willingness to coma mass evacuation in
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White as speaker;
training leaders, providing materials
Calloway County Jail, and their
spokesman for the foundation said.
- central-Pennsylania:
promise
their
differences
were
and
the Friday service at the First United
arraignment has not yet been set.
for leaders, providing camp property
Mrs. P'Pool has been active in the making headway toward an agreement
—More emphasis, when reactors are
Methodist Church with the Rev. Dr.
These arrests follow the arrests of
facilities St:here-are-nine camps in the
Arthritis campaign for the pastseveral
under
licensed, on the power company's
the
direction
of
mediators.
William P. Mullins, Jr., as speaker.
Kentuckians Council) and providing
fourteen persons Wednesday and two
years serving as publicity chairman
The source said he was "very enability to handle a possible crisis.
The Sunday Easter sunrise service
Thursday in Calloway County after a
special programs and opportunities.
and as chairman of the Arthritis Read—A "substantial upgrading" of
couraged"
but
difficult
cautioned
that
will be at 6 a.m. at the Roy Stewart
four-month undercover investigation in
A-Thon in the local Schools .the past
issues remain unsettled.
training of reactor Operators to deal
These programs need additional
Calloway, McCracken, Marshall and
Stadium at Murray State University.
year.
with possible emergencies.
The talks were the first since the two
support, although they are supported in
Coffee and doughnuts will be served in ' Lyon counties that resulted in more
Among those assisting in the fund
sides
s:Greater emphasis or safety
broke
off negotiations last Friday,
part by United Funds and the annual
Room 228 following the service.
than 70 warrants being issued.
drive will be the members of the Theta
and mediators avoided bringing
measures and regulations.
Department of the Murray Woman's
Hendrie told the panel that "we
representatives of the union and inClub
who will be in charge of the
cannot have an acceptable nuclear
dustry together in the same room,
business and industry division.
power program in this country if there
Instead, mediators met first with one
Any person or organization desiring
is any appreciable risk of events of the
side and then the other in an attempt to
to assist in the arthritis campaign /und
Three Mile Island kind occurring at
find an agreement.
drive is asked to contact Mrs. P'Piso
nuclear bower plants."
The two sides were reported on the
verge of a contract settlement once
before in their negotiations, a few hours
before the Teamsters' old contracts
By JANICE MARTIN
he has received much recognition for
the Purchase Area Development expired at midnight March 31. But the
Calloway Co. Public Relations
his accomplishments in the field. In
District board of directors; and a
Immunizations, family planning,
1963, he was the recipient of the
member of the advisory committee of
nutritional programs and home care
International Sanitarians
the Purchase Area Family Planning
are just a few of the outstanding health
Distinguished Service Award in
He has also been president of the Lions
One Section — 12 Pages
programs that have served the
Toronto, Canada, given by the InterClub and the Murray City School PTA
residents of Calloway County under the
national Association of Milk, Food, and
A native of Calloway County, Cooper
CLARKSVILLE, Term. (AP) — A
Building Page
at Paducah, Ky., and Circuit Court in
6
direction of Health Department adEnvironmental Sanitarians.
graduated from Lynn Grove
chancellor prepared today to resume
Classifieds
11
10,
Hopkinsville, said state courts in
ministrator R. L. Cooper.
According to Cooper, the Calloway
School andsMurray State University
hearing arguments by two factions of a .• Kentucky and Tennessee have
Comics
10
County Health Department has a full
with a B.S. and M.A. degree is,
tobacco growers' association who - restrained seven of the Officers and
Crossword
10
range of public health programs, and
education and administration. fie
disagree over who's in charge.
Dear
their lawyers from conducting
Abby
3
several new programs have been added
taught school at three one-room
The two groups of the Eastern Dark
Deaths & Funerals
association business pending court
12
in the past few years. Some of these are
schoolhouses and the old Almo High
Fired Tobacco GrOwers Association,
Dr. Lamb
,hearings.
2
family planning, women's,infants' and
School in Calloway County for a total Of
which covers 11 districts in Tennessee
tarrott's Galley
4
Clarksville lawyer Thomas Bateman,
children's
nutrition
programs,
six years before going into the health
and Kentucky and is headquartered in
representioe the opposing' group, said
Horoscope
2
respiratory disease program for the
field.
Springfield, are suing each other.
2, 3
the suit filed in Paducah was dismissed
Local Scene
Purchase Area counties; home health
Married to the former Lurine Erwin.
The hearing, started Friday,is before
Opinion Page
4
on
the defendants' motion. He said,
programs In the two counties; and a
also a natvie Calloway Countian, the
Chancellor Alex Darnell, whose
Sports
78
however, the plaintiffs have appealed
staff of 27 employees with additional
have two daughters — Jan Taylor, whc
jurisdiction includes Springfield and
to the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
contracted services with phyaienins
is working on a Ph.D. at Texas Worneo
Clarksville.
in Cincinnati.
and other services.
University, and Sarah M ae Cooper, wht
Led by president Marvis Ellis, the
The Tennessee Bureau of Criminal
In 1976, an addition was built to the.
will receive a master's degree in
association's
officers who were elected
Identification said 'Monday it issued
department, which doubled the space of
August from Southern Illinois
last August, are contesting their
subpoenas for the association's bank
the previous building. constructed in
University in Carbondale.
removal in a Feb. 15 election at
records at the request of District
1%2, and made the building a modern
Ceepe!
Cooper, who hesitates to talk of
Hopkinsville, Ky. The group filed its
Attorney General Thomas Shriver in
Windy with chance for showers
public health facility.
retirement, anticipates that other
suit last week in Springfield
and possible thunderstorms
Nahville, who said he did so at the
N1/Iv.147 th ernitiestrator
_Cooper 1.5- 8 past president- :of the
programs will be added to the- depact•
The second group, which also filed
and Sanitarian of the Calloway County
request of Middle Tennessee tobaco
1* tonight mitinuing _on--'WedKentucky Public Health Association,
mgnt as soon as they are funded and
•
ilt
in Sialgilda lasf ivetritlIg
Health Department and Marshall
low
the
tonight
in
nesday.
Lows
treasurer of the Kentucky Home Health
.1701°.t.m.
approved. He said that he has gotter
=7-171
that the ousted officers show on what
County Health Department for 19
and mid 40s. Highs Wednesday in
Shriver declined to discuss &tiffs of
Association, past • treasurer of the
much satisfaction from
authority they could befeinstated
watching
the action. "It's merely a preliminary
years,following wOrk in the health field
the low and mid 60s
Calloway County Heart Association,
health department grow from a two-the
William Deatherage Jr.sHopkinsv die
a
for 21 years
investigation at this point and I think it
member nf the Purchase Sub-Area
three-employee institution to a 77lawyer representing the ousted officers
would be premature to say anything
During these years as administrator,
Health Planning Council, member of
employee wide-range program.
•
who filed related suits in federal court
further," he said. •

Talks Continue With
Union And Truckers

-- Girl Scouts Set Fund Drive

Nuke Program
.Cannot Stand
2nd Accident

Two Arrested
Monday On
Drug Charges,

Laurel P'Pool Named
Chairman For County
Arthritis Campaign

Ministerial Group
To Sponsor Services

R. L. Cooper Anticipates Growth
At County Health Department

Arguments To Continue
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Household Chemicals
Good, Spring Cleaning
From The Desk Of
Jean W.Cloar
County Ext. Agent
For Home Economics

in the oven overnight. It will

Consider
using
some
common household chemicals
for spring cleaning this year.
You'll save some money, and
you might already have these
few, reliable standbys on
hand.
Baking soda, household
ammonia and vinegar can
provide effective cleaning
power. Most people just need
to be made aware, of the jobs
each can do.

loosen the grime and make
cleaning easier the next day.
To clean range drip pans
and rims around units,
remove and place paper
towels between them and on
top. Put stack inside a plastic
bag; a bag from the cleaners
will dp. Pour about L2 cup of
ammoni.
a on the towels, and
fasten the bag. Leave for 4 to 6
hours or overnight. Final
cleaning in the morning will
be much easier.
.
Vinegar is a mild cleaner. It
can be used to remove hard
from
water
deposits
glassware, as well as rust
stains from sinks. It will also
brighte darkened aluminum
pots and pans. A vinegar
solution is another good
window cleaner.

Gamma Gamma Chapter Has Meet

Sandra Gayle Farris Is
Married To Mr. Jones

The
Gamma
Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
met Thursday. March n, at 7
p.m. at the home of Liz Hill

•
Miss Sandra Gayle Farris,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tremon P. Farris, Jr. of
Farmington Route 1, and
Anthony J. Jones, son-of Mrs
Polly Jones of Mayfield Route
1 and the late Ralph L. Jones,
were married in a candlelight
ceremony at Burnett's Chapel
United Methodist Church on
Saturday, March 17, at 7 p.m.
with the Rev. Roger Joseph of
Maury City,. Tenn., performing the double ring
ceremony.
The vows were exchanged
before an altar decorated with

with Jalie English, president,

bride-elect of Leslie
Beane has selected her potterv and
stainless front our camptete bridal
. registrv. Bettie and Leslie will be married
June L.5. 1979.

Liz Hill presented the
program on "Careers."
--An auction was held selling
crafts handmade by the

The
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Verrlot, vicewelcomed Pam
Thornton
and
Debbie
Villaflor, members of Xi
Alpha Delta chapter, as
guests. Other guests present
for the open meeting were
Marilyn
Delaney, Pant
Durham,
. Susan
Doran,Martha Lathan), and
Brenda Russell.

HEALTH
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Frances Drake

president,

FOR WEDNESDAY,APRIL 11, 1979
that you ignore the feelings of
What kind - of day will
co-workers. Inner doubts may
tomorrow be To find out what
lead to a modification of
the stars say, read the
behavior
forecast given for you, birth SCORPIOoatter ns.
Sign
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rker
.

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Yo(ir feelings about a
Members present not
partnership may undergo a
previously mentioned were
transformation. Shared duties SAGITTARIUS
Vicki Overby, Chris Loftis,
may point the way to ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
closeness.
Banish hidden
There Li a possibility you
doubts.
may run into an old friend in
TAURUS
the near future. Domestic
(Apr. 20 to May /0)
responsibilities may interfere
Mixing
business with with needs for social
contact
pleasure affords modest with others.
gains. Co-workers and em- CAPRICORN
ployees may be under intense (Dec. 22 to Jan.
19)
pressures. Keep emotions
Attempts to flatter others
Four
Murray
State wider control.
may boomerang. Be sincere
University students have been GEMINI
A business attitude towards
elected officers of the campus ( May 21 to June 20)
finances works out best
If you'll take a creative _ Expect career changes.
chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists, chance, you may be surprised AQUARIUS
how-deipTY'involeed you get:—
Sigma Delta Chi,
. (Jan.. 20 to Feb. 18,
Anne Wooten, Paducah Let those Aiwa* share your
Be stwe ,to take account of
junior, was elected president. leisure moments,
financial resources before
She is assistant sports editor CANCER
making travel plans. Trips
June 21 to July 22)
of the Murray State News, the
made now will lead to a
Let family members know change in consciousness.
campus newspaper, and has
worked for the Paducah Sun. what's on your mind. Home piscEs
Michael Williams, a Paris; may be the best Place for ( Feb 19 to Mar. 20)- A•
entertaining now. Don't let
Intense moods may find you
Tenn., junior, was elected
moodiness take hold.
at a loss for words. Instead.
vice-president. He is assistant
LEO
find ways to communicate
news editor of the Murray
(July 23 to AU. 22)
-your feelings. Reorganize
State News and has worked
ros4litntl may be already
for
the
Paris
Post- made up, and you're deter, your financial structure.
YOU
BORN
TODAY
Intelligencer, which his mined not to change
it. Know gravitate towards positions
of
family publishes.
the difference between fixed
authority. You like to be in
Elected secretary was opinions and convictions.
charge and call the shots as
Carrie Joy Welborn, Elkton VIRGO
you see them. Highly original
Junior. Carter Moody, a t Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
and geared to the future,
Stewart, Tenn., junior, was
Concern about finances you're
attracted to avant
elected treasurer. He is needn't lead to anti-social
garde fields. Your interest in
assistant editorial editor of the behavior.
Money-making reform may lead
you into
ideas needn't turn into an
Murray State New*
politics. Don't let your need
The new officers will serve obsession. Check priorities. for
security keep you frctn
LIBRA
until January, 1960.
developing your artistic
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) An
talents, which are con1)on't be so se1f7preoccupied siderable,

"ar----t
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"P%.
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Lawrence E.tamb,M.D.
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Bad diet method

Chicken Fry

433
will
Is,,

)(kV

DEAR DR. LAMB
I'm
Be patient but if your
very grateful for your (•o- eating. They eat so little that
they starve themselves and
home effort doesn't help,
lumn and appreciate the opwhen
do eat food or are
you may want to go to a gym
portunity to ask ou a ques- forcedthey
to eat food, if they get
or health club where they
tion that I 'don't Nant to ask a chance
they'll vomit to get
have a machine you can use
my doctor. My problem is rid of it.
You want to be
to exercise your leg muscles
•Portratts•W'eddings•Fromes
that I've been on a-strict diet careful
not to fall into that
against resistance.
for three weeks I'm about 25 _psycholog
118 So. 12th — 753-0035
ical
.
pounds overweight and am
It's dangerous to. -Foie
*
—
polyester lining. Serving as really serious about losing it weight too fast. I'm sending
bridesmaids were Mrs. Cindy all. I do very well 99 percent you The Health Letter num-Gills, sister of t e groom, Mrs' of the time but once in a ber 4-7, Weight Losing Diet,
while I slip arid when I do, I whicll contains a_Lplan
you
Mardi Key, and Miss Sharon feel So,guilty that I induce
can ute to lose Weight graduBeach.
myself to vomit all that I've ally and safely. Others who
They lore -mint \ green eaten right away. The qui,- want this issue can send50
gowns which were identical in tum is, "Am I harrnirw cents with a long, stamped,
fashion to that of the maid-of- myself in any way and is this self-addressed envelope for
method effective' Arc atz
honor. Each of the attendants
it. Send your, request to the
calories absorbed in the firsstin care of this newspaper,
carried nosegdys of yellow few minutes7P.O.
1551, Radio. City
and green silk flowers, with
DEAR READER
You Station, New
NY
long -yellow ribbon streamers, won't be the first One to use 10019. pound York,
of actual fat a
A
accented with hairpieces of that method. The Romans week is really'fast enough.
matching flowers and baby's used to use it during their
AR 4)R. LAMB - I am
After..emptying their
breath..
in Thy early 30s and have a
stomach they would usualk
The groom was attired in a_ .return to . the banquet it big piobiem-. With my legs
'They are very skinny from
solid mint green -tuxedo with eat and drink still mor-e
the ankle to the calf. My
No, none of the food that
contrasting moss green trim
measurements -are 34-29-38.
and a mint green embroidered you manage to vomit mum.I look great in pants and
ruffled shirt. His boutonnier diately can add to your cal, that's what I wear all the
rie intake. Food, other than
\!.
was of yellow stephanotis and alcohol, is
Eirporenc,
AN•rence
not a hsorheri time because I'm so ashamed of my legs. What do
tiny gardenia buds.
from the stomach. Almost
you advise to help develop
Ricky Gills served Mr. all of the absorption oi•cur
We'reNcelebrating the arrival 'of spring!
my -weak, skinny legs?
Jones as best man. Groom- in the very first part of th(,
Come
see all the fresh,' newlOoks iri
DEAR READER --- Many
smen were Mike Farris, small intestine. There are
footwear fashion from Auditions. We
_would
women
places
trade
two
dangers.
One is that
brother of the bride, Jimmy
have sophisticated styles for dressing
with you in a minute. Be
retching that goes with selfGills, brother-in-law of the induced
glad you don't have fat legs
up and casual stOes for dressing down
vomiting could posgroom and Alan Dietsch. sibly cause a small tear
you'd like to reduce.
at
They're all new from Auditions and
It's exercise against reServing as. ushers were the bottom of the esophagus
Rag-Time
are perfect companions for all your
Jimmy Dale McCuan,,DatiPY This can bleed and requirc sistance that causes muscles
grow.
can
You
this
do
by
to
new spring fashions.
Blue& White
Dick and David McPherson. emergency treatment
standing -flat-footed then raThe other • difficulty r,Brown & White
The men wore mint green
on
your
toes.
You
ising up
.Iates TO habits and the pro)
tuxedos with contrasting moss tern generally
can repeat the exercise 10
recognized to
green plants and embroidered day 'as anorexia
times a day.
nervosa
If you are in shape for it
mint green ruffled shirts. This is the young woma n
Their boutonnieres were who has a false body image you can stand on one foot,
yourself and do it
and is not really fat 'even
yellow silk rosebuds.
with one leg at a time. Take
The bride's mother chose a though she thinks she is 'with
it easy at first or you Inay
individuals often have
floor7length formal gown" of These
have very sore Muscles.
a patholoical reaction to

yellow giana knit, with an
accordian pleated skirt and a
sheer cape. Her corsage was a
white silk cymbidiurn orchid.
The mother of the groom wore
forfnal gown of soft green
gine knit, with long fitted
sleeves ruffled at the wrist.
Her corsage was also a
cymbidiurn orchid.
Mrs. Ann Mora..-randmother of the bride and Mrs.
Vera Gaerdnen, grandmother
of the gree--Aver prasanted.
corsages of white silk gardenias.
Miss
Lisa
Thompson
presided at the register. The
table was covered with.a floor
length white cloth edged with
lace and featured a silver bud
vase holding a single ,fellow

wil
6
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Loved ones may misunderstand your need for
privacy. Be sure to consider
their feelings. You're in the
mood for intense self-scrutiny-

NEW

Ce#:411
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and
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Your Individual
Horoscope

_niernbers.

organza bow. Her only jewelry
was a diamond necklace
borrowed from her aunt and
tiny silver earrings.
She carried a bridaLbouquel
of green and yellow sprin
flowers, centered with a white
gardenia and long, white
ribbon streamers.
Serving as maid of honor
was Miss Melissa Farris,
sister of the bride, who wore a
floor length gown with long
full sleeves of soft yellow
MerrS Mist over a crearn puff

McCann, Patsy Higgins, and
Marlene Waldrop.
Refreshments were served
during the social hoar.

presiding.

a centered fifteen branch
brass candelabrum decorated
with yellow roses and mint
Use baking soda to clean
green dogwood with two spiral
wall tile, porcelain enamel
candelabra extending on
and glass. It can remove
either side, centered with the
coffee stains from china,
unity candle. Baskets of white
plastic cups and stainless
Easter Lilies and Boston Fern
steel. It's useful, too, for
placed on white pedastals
removing odors and for
Vinegar in the wash can completed the decoration. The
cleaning the inside of the
refrigerator. Be sure to rinse reduce the need for com- family pews were marked
carefully. Don't use baking mercial softners. Add 1,4 to with yellow satin bows.
one-third cup of white vinegar. Mrs. Bobbie Chrysler
soda on aluminum items,
to the final rinse to soften the presente.. a program of
because it will darken them.
wash and help remove nuptial music preceding the
ceremony and accompanied
Household ammonia is detergent or soap residue.
For another penny-pinching Vicky Stone as she sang "If,"
much stronger than baking
Ur. (toil Ilrs,
J.,Jons
soda, and if used incorrectly it cleaning product, ask for a "My Love" and "Annie's
rose bud and baby's breath
can burn the skin or eyes. copy of Make Your Own Song." The traditional wedThe three'•tiered wedding
Out of town guests_ incluAel cake was
'When opening .a bottle of Cleaning Products at your ding marches were used for
decorated in mint
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brandon. green
processional
and
ammonia, be sure there is County Extension Office the
and yellow and topped
located at 209 Maple Street, recessional.
Allep Park, Mich., Mrs. Ann with a
enough air circulation.
miniature bride and
Murray.
Morris, Dearborn, Mich., and groom
statuette. Punch was
Bride's Dress
Never mix ammonia with
Rev. Roger Joseph, Maur:,
served along with yellow
The bride, escorted to the City,
any other household cleaner,
Tenn.
mints and nuts.
altar
by
father
given
her
and
such as bleach, because the
The wedding was directec
WOMEN APPLY
marriage
-in
by
parents,
her
Serving the guests were
fumes produced are very
FOR CARGO JOBS
by Mrs. Tommy Miller, aunt
Dorothy Miller, Martha
NEW YORK ( AP ) - More wore a gown of white woven of the bride.
dangerous and sometimes
•
Brandon, Kim Kemp, Gala
fatal. Be sure, also, to keep than a hundred women recently dotted swiss, designed by
Reception
ammonia in its original applied for longshore jobs at Mike Benet Formals. The long
Following the ceremony a Gay and Vickie Crawford.
container and our:of read' of the New York Shipping Associ- full sleeves' were of dotted reCeption was held in the Each wore a corsage of yellow
ation-International Longshore- swiss gathered at the wrist,
children. ,
fellowship hall of the church - silk flowers.
men's-Association office here.
ruffled and edged with
- The new Mr. and Mrs. Jones
The bride's table was laid ,
The women learned of the delicate lace. The simple VAn' ammonia solution is
spent their honeymoon in
with
a
floor
length
white
lace
good for cleaning painted jobs, which involve lifting and neckline and fitted bodice
cloth overlaid with yellow net Florida and are now residing
carrying up to 250 pounds of
walls, washing windows and
cargo, through the Urban Wom- featured an inset at the waist caught up at the center an: in Mayfield.
cleaning ovens. In fact, am- an project
at the National Or- of venice lace complementing corners with baby's brearRehearsal Supper
monia- 1,s much safer than ganization for Women-Ne
w the beautiful four tiered skirt, and delicate white and yellos
The rehearsal supper was
commercial oven cleaner, York. The program helps wom- each. tier edged in delicate
flowers with long white ribbc.- held in the home of Mr. and
although it works more en who cannot type and do not lace.
Mrs. Tommy Miller on Friday
streamers. The table wa
slowly. Simply place one-half have a college degree get into
She wore a white hat centered
with spring flowe7- night, prior to the: wedding. A
cup of ammonia in a container entry-level blue-collar jobs.
trimmed in d'esprit lace, identical
to that of the brid, buffet meal was served to
featuring a layered veil of- bouquet arranged
in a silvt- twenty-one persons.
fat iaht
Obiihfikti
LAIN Oft kith
bridal illusion edged in candelabru surrounded
The bridal couple presented
m
delicate lace matching that on yellow
gifts to their attendants.
tapers.
her dress. The veil was
We are -pleased to annourwre that
gathered at the back with a

Beitie- (7srev:
.

Brenda Jones, Gwen Cooper,
Earlene Futrell, Nancy
Herndon, Linda Hunt, Jan
Hill, Cheryl Hynenian, Susan

Kiss
White
Navy
Bone
Black Patent- -

fiaA./ t'ourt Square
Shoe Store

Hone& Blue
Bone& Tan

hf

a
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Bridal couple Honored
At Shower At Church
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Wednesday, April 11
Homen takers Clubs will
nieakas follows: New Concord
with Mrs. Rainey Lovins at 11
a.m. for a potluck luncheon;
Pottertown at 10 a.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord;
Harris Grove with Mrs.
Carman D'Arigelo at 1 p.m.;
Pacers changed to April 18.

Tuesday, April 10
Household shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Don Swift who lost
their mobile home and contents by fire will be held at the
fellowship hall of the Kirksey
United Methodist church at 1
p.m. For information call 4892154 or 489-2112.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet with Patsy Neale. -
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Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
Ruth Wilson at church and
Alice
with
Wesleyan
Koenecke.

Calloway County YFAettes
will meet at the Murray
Vocational School at 7:30 p.m.

Bowling for senior citizens
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.

Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

Frances Brown Will teach a
lesson on constlnier education
at the Hazel Community
Center for the Hazel Senior
Citizens. This will be craft.
club day and. those having
birthdays in April will be
recognized.

Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.ni. at the church.
Brotherhood and R. A.
Outing of the Memorial
Baptist Church will start at
the chUrch at 8:30.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Frank
Holconib, 1206 Dogwood
Drive, at 10 a.m. with the Rev.
Fred Morton as speaker; IV
with Ms. Corinne McNutt, 712
Main Street, at 7:30 p.m. with
-program by Via.- Greg
McKeel.•

Seniinar on notetaking and
listening, sponsored by
Murray State Learning Center
will be in Room .113, Special
Education Building, at 9:30
a.ni. and 1:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 12
_ Western Kentucky Rock
Club will meet.at 7:30 p.m. in
the Community Room, North
Branch, Peoples Bank.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Con in iunity Center.

Smith & Edwards
Wedding May 25

Meeting of Welcome Wagon
Club has been changed to
April 26..
North Pleasant Grove
Cuniberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet with
Dorothy Dean Cochran at 7
p.m.
Thursday, April 12
United
Independence
Methodist Church Women will
meet at? p.ni. at the church.
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of
World is scheduled to meet at
6 p.ni. at the Triangle Inn. .

•••

Mrs. frrather Is
Program Leader
At Women's Meet

Ganirna Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Julie English at
7:30 p.m. Ellis Center 'will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m.; lesson
by Frances Brown on Consumer Buying at 11 a.m.,
lunch at -noon, and- • table
games at 1 p.m.

DUNN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Daryl Dunn,
Renton Route 8, announce the
birth of a baby girl, Errica ' A bridal shower was given Anita Underhill, Jeanetta
Joan, weighing six pounds six
by the Grace Baptist Church Underhill, Paula Underhill,
ounces, nieasuring 2014 in- choir in honor of Barbara N. Terry Downey, Mr. and Mrs.
ches, born on Tuesday, March Randolph and Steven W. John Srnotherman, Mr. and
13, at the Murray-Calloway Srnotherman. The event took --'Mrs. Brent Manning, Mr. and
County Hospital.
place on March 24 at the Mrs. Buel Downey, Mr. and
.The father is employed as church fellowship house.
Mrs. Clifton Jones, and Mr.
an electrician.
was and Mrs. Dwane Jones.
bride-to-be
The
Grandparents are Mr. and presented with a corsage of
Those sending gifts were:
Mrs. Gene Dunn of Benton six white and yellow daisies Exie Paschall, Verbs Ray,
Route 8 and Mr. and Mrs. surrounded by baby's breath Sallie Kohr, Janice Smith,
Wallace Litchfield of Dexter and accented with yellow Gail King, Opal Smotherman,
Route].
Nichols, Carol
ribbon. The prospective Mildred
Great grandparents are Mr. groom was presented with a Thurman, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Athel Story, Calvert boutonniere of yellow and Charles Guthrie, Mr. and Mrs.
City, Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow white daisies also surrounded Johnny Rickman, Mr. and
Dunn, Gilbertsville, Mrs. by baby's breath.
Mrs. Robert Rickman, Mr.
Solon Edwards, Benton, and
The tables were overlaid and Mrs. Jimmy Hale, Mr.
Mrs. Carl Alexander, Dexter.
with white cloths trimmed in and Mrs. Dan Billington, Bro.
Two great great grand- white' ace and accented with and Mrs. R.J. Burpoe, Mr. and
mothers are Mrs. C. C. Dunn crystal candle holders in Mrs. 011ie Smothernian, and
and Mrs. H. T. Ruggles, both which yellow candles were the Showcase.
of Gilbertsville.
Out of town guests included:
placed. The center of the table
an Mary Shephard, Nina Bathwith
was adorned
arrangement of yellow daisies cock, and Shirley Randolph of
and baby's breath, made by Clarksville, Tenn., and
Lurline Randolph of Guthrie.
Mrs. Clovis Jones.
The couple wW be married
The cake, decorated with
white icing, was topped with a Saturday, April 21, at two p.m.
bridal bouquet of yellow and at the First Baptist Church
Mrs. Raymond Wrather was _ green icing. The cake was Chapel. All friends and
director of the program
served by Mrs. Josephine relatives are invited to attend.
presented from The Upper
Manning who also made the
Room at the meeting of the
cake. Green fruit punch was
Coles Camp Ground United
served by Mrs. Frances Wyatt
Methodist Church Women
and Mrs. Bonnie Hale. Mrs.
held March 20 at 7 p.m. at the
Dcarl"Downey presented the
An Easter Egg Hunt will be
church.
gifts to the bridal couple as
held Sunday, April 15, at the
Others taking part were
they were opened.
Mrs. Maurice Crouse, Mrs.
The register table, overlain Oaks Country Club. ,
Eatlicliild is askedter bring
Austelle Crouse, Mrs. Marvin— by a white cloth trimmed In
Scott, Mrs. Keith Letterman,
white lace, was adornecTivith a six eggs. Prizes will be given
and Mrs. Charlie Lassiter.
single bud vase of yellow for the golden egg, silver egg,
Mrs. Maurice Crouse,
daisies and baby' breath. The and for the one that finds the
president, presided. She also
guest register was attended by most eggs, according to
Marilyn Liddle, chairman for
served as hostess and served
Miss Jeanetta Underhill.
the
hunt.
refreshments.
Mrs.
were:
Those attending
The next meeting will be
Buelah Fielder, Mrs. Reba
Americans spend some $4
held Tuesday, April 17, at 7
Wilson, Mrs. Lillian Hutson, lion a year to discard 140 milp.m. at the home of Mrs.
Nell Evans, Bonnie Hale, lion tons of solid waste that is
Charlie Lassiter.
Susan Jones, Joyce Underhill, rich in recyclable Materials.

Miss.Debbra hay .Sniiih
and keillt Wilson Edwards

Easter Egg Hunt
Planned At Oaks

Mr. and Mrs DonSmith announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Debbra 'Kay, to
MSU Student Government
Keith Wilson Edwards, sor,i of Mr. and Mrs. William
present
and •WKYX ivi,11
Edwards.
Jinuny Buffett plus the Coral
High
----Vie bride-elect will ho-acj979 graduate of,Calloway
Reefer Band at 8 p.m. at the
this
University
State
Murray
attend
tO
plans
School and
Murray State University
granddaughter of Mr. a,jid Mrs. Jimmie
the
is
She
summer.
Fieldhouse:
Bucy and Mr. and Mrs.'Eurie Smith.
• Seminar on notetaking and
. fuesday, April 10
Mr. Edwards will be a 1980 graduate of Calloway High
Ladies day luncheon will be listening, sponsored" by
Murray TOPS take off
is presently employed by Big John's of Murray.
Schooririb
held at 12 noon at the Murray Murray State Learning
pounds sensibly) Club will
K. Edwards and the late Mr.
Country Club. Bridge will be Center, will be in Room 313, • He is.the grandson of Mrs.
and the late Rev. Wilson.
Wilson
meet at the Health Center at 7
Lloyd
Mrs.
and
Edwards
Building.
played at 930 a.m.
Special Education
on Friday, May 25,at
emnized
be-sol
will
Sessions will be at 9:30 a.m.,- • The wedding vows
Church with the Rev.
Baptist
Corner
Cherry
the
at
ann.
7.
11:30 a.m.,:. 12:30 pp. a&
Scorpio will' present a rock George White -officiating. A reception will follow at the home
_
p.m.
Wednesday, April 11
concert at 7:30 p.m. in Room
of the bride-elect's parents.
United
Grove
__Lynn
423, Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts-- Methodist Church-Women are
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
"Aniarcord," Italian film,
"
wedding and the reception.
C,eater, Murray State.
the
and
p.m.
2:30
at
at
p.m.
shown
will be
scheduled to meet at 2
7 p.m. at the Murray State
Get Ready For Easter With A New Permanent
the church.
Recital by Vickie Hays,
Student Center
College
from
Ledbetter, piano, will be at
Pre-Easter service, spon- auditorium. This is one of the
Hall,
8:15 p.m. at the Recital
soored by Murray-Calloway films in the International Film
Fine Arts Annex, Murray
Ministerial Association, will Festival.
Beauty Salon
State.
be at 12 noon at First Christian
759-1800
by
Church.
Annual spring concert
3 Operators To Serve You:
Murray State Women's
the Murray State University
Tennis team will meet the
Suzette Voughn,.Edifh Sledd, Doris.Brittoin
symphony Orchestra will be
Theodore Roosevelt set a
University of Tennessee at
—CLOSED MONDAYS—
Lovett
on
at
record
p.m.
-shaking
'8:15
hand
aft
held
12
Thursday, April
Martin at the University
New Year's Day, 1907, when
Chapter No. 92 Auditorium, Murray State.
Murray
he shook 8,513 hands.
Courts.
open to the
By Abigail Van Buren
Royal Arch Masons and This is free and
.
10
Tuesday.April
Murray Council No. 50 Royal public.
)
Murray Band Boosters will and Select Masters will meet
of
Women
the
in
Young
p.m.
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. APRIL 14TH
Baptist
meet at .730
at 17:30.ini. at the Masonic
will have ,
Church
Baptist
First
Murray High School band
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Hall.
a salad supper at 6:30 p.m,-atroom. This will be an im9-6 Mon.,Tues.,la Sat..
the home of Debbie Newell.
portant meeting. 9-8 Wed., Thurs.8/ Fri.
Pre-Easter service, sponI-5 Sunday
•
sored by Murray-Calloway
Wednesday;April 11
Ministerial Association, will
Murray Bass Club will meet be at 12 noon at First Baptist
at 6:30 p.m. at Triangle Inn.
Church.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 29, married and mixed up. All my life I
was a fat girl with a pretty face, but a good man fell in love
with me and married me.
Two years ago I took off 55 pounds. I love myself thin, but
now I've got problems-I./lever had before.
4,
Men started noticing me. I got involved with a man- at
Emily Wolfson's enameling
work- who gave me a line I was dumb enough to fall for.
activity was presented at the ("Divorce your husband and marry me.") Well,i asked my
Marchrtreeting of the Creative
husband foil divorce -confessed everything, and then the
other _goy backed off. The rat! I felt like two cents. Thank
Arts Department of the
God, my, husband forgave me. Then I got involved with a
Murray Woman's Club.
married neighbor who had a reputation for fooling around.
Members pr.acticed
the middle of that affair I started up another, with a
Inwith
techniques
enameling
younger than myself, who calls on our office.
salesman,
copper jewelry and ashtrays.
never had these problems when I was fat. I don't
I
Abby,
Mrs. Wolfson expressed apwant to be fat again, but the "new me" is so weak and
for
Scott
preciation to Betty
trampy I can't stand to lie with myself.-Please help me.
preparing the department's
THIN AND MIXED-UP
kiln for operation.'
Art Scholarship winners
DEAR THIN: You apparently still think of yourself as the
were announced by Ann
"fat girl no man would want-' You need to keep proving to
Brooks, department chairyourself that you're desirable. Get some counseling and
become acquainted with the real you. I think you'll like her.
man. They are Teresa Steen
IA real "tramp" wouldn't feel guilty.(
from Calloway County High
School and Debi Henry from
DEAR ABBY: I am getting married soon and have found
Murray High School.
the place 1 want to get married. It's a beautiful empty
just
Miss Henry's batik quilt won
Located
Dixieland
on the Pacific Coast Highway overlooking the ocean.
field
first place at the district
Do I have to find out who owns that property and get perCen
ue in the Hall .4ei contest, and will be the club's
HUGE SELECTION OF
mission to get married there? Or doesn't it matter?
Hours 9-5 Mon. Sat.
hestnut
entry to the state contest in
LOVES NATURE
May at the Kentucky
:0(0 tO f•041 C.to(0 tO Co 0)0)0)0)0) Federation of Women's Clubs
DEAR LOVES: It matters a great deal. You iiiitst find
PLUS
Convention.
the owner of that properh and obtain permissionlirst.
*SHEER KNITS
KS
INTERLOC
was
Miller
.SOLID
Marilyn
.KNITTED CREPE
DEAR ABBY: My 24 year old daughter has made a decC
recognizedfor her outstanding
.FANCY DOUBLE KNITS
.RIBBED KNITS
sion that is breaking my heart. I honestly wonder if she's in
work as contest chairtnan.
SWEATER KNITS
her right mind.
.T-SHIRT KNITS
Deannie Chrisman and Pat
KNITS
...SINGLE
At 16 she was married because she was pregnant, and
TRANSFERS
.HEAT
Humphries were commended
'SOLID DOUBLE KNITS
now she has seven children. The last two are identical twin
KNITS
*COTTON
for representing the departKNITS
ER
.POLYEST
girls born only five days ago. She and her husband have
ment in the annual Heart
.Plus Many Others
for
up
other
KNITS
twins,
the
the
and
give
.QIANA
of
decided to keep one
Fund Drive.
adoption. Abby,can you believe this? Their reason is so terMembers were asked to note
rible that I'm almost ashamed to tell you.. a change in the date for the
One of the twins wit,. horn with a club foot and a cleft
May meeting, to be held May palate. The other twin it perfect. Both are beautiful and
21
otherwise healthy. They want to keep the perfect one and
give the other away. The thought of separating these twin
babies makes me sick.
I've tried to tell my daa.hter that the club foot and cleft
*palate can be cotrected 5th surgery, but she,says that six
,
children are all they ctin afford.
would
COMPTON BOY
'tottered to take the defective baby, but she says it
...d•
create problems to have her III the family. She's already contacted an adoption agenc.and a childless couple is waiting
Mr.
and
Steve
Mrs.
ComANCE
APPEAR
OUR
US OF
to adopt the twin.
pton, 1709 Plainview Drive,
hprry.
Can you help me?
Murray, are the parents sig a
is a threat to our health arhippiness You have
HEARTSIGK GRANNY
baby boy, Christopher Scott,
counted calories taken shots tried exercise drugs
weighing two pounds nine
••
shocks and tad diets NOTHING SEEMS TO WORK.
DEAR GRANNY: t rte your daughter to see
temporari
ounces, nreasuring 15 inches,
THAT IS, UNTIL NOW. The A.S.M. Control Center can
psychiatrist. She ow be suffering from a
born on Tuesday, March 13, at
depression from which she will recovey.
offer a method and technique to helve you control
,our dalighter go through with the
11:24 a.m. at the MurrayHowever, should
and suppress your compulsive appetite Interested?
d esh
uat isfhoorutlh
de
1inithsltIoVryueairo.rB
be ,
County
not
Hospital.
Calloway
will
it
adoption,
adoptive
e rec°7.
Thousands have been helped using the A.S.M.
gatiintime,
They
have
in
thee
1I
.ler
4
4
another.
today 7539909. It
Control• System Metkid. Call
parents!
Kevin, 311. The father is co•
may change your life style! Personal and group
owner of the Clinic Pharmacy.
letter. because you don't know what
_
writing
consultations
off
you
put
If
Grandparents are Mr. and
for all
to say, get Abby's hookleilow to Write Letters
Mrs. John Compton and Mr.
I2r8iveee,nB
aspe
,
Lm
tselv
kyd D
1,32sta
"Ocdcareasiosends."enSveenidopSei taondt eb 7.
and Mrs. Kenneth J. Owen,all
eV;
t
Consultan
of Murray.'
Hills, Calif. 90212,
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Fatty Loses Weight
And Chastity Too
Emily Wolfson
Gives Program
At Arts Meet

Winner
Of Our
22 Silver
Dollar
Easter Egg

KNIT

BONANZA SALE

BETH BRAYBOY
1400 Hughes St.
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Your Car Is As
Sacrosanct As Home
rejected the police argument
that random checks constitute
a significant contribution to
highway safety. Such checks
are prohibited in some states,
such as California.
The Fourth. Amendment forbids "unreasonable search and
seizare" of a citizen and his or
her property. Law-abidiqg
motorists in the many states affected by this decision will no
doubt be pleaeed to learn that
these constitutional guarantees
apply to a citizen in an
automobile no less than to a
citizen at home.
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The Story Of

—72

Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
rasseekt,
Local productions at the new center of producing arti emphaz
sized the dramas of Shakespeare—not that the audience had great
appreciation for the master of drama and English composition, but
it was just the right thing- to do, like it or not. All productions
"were just marvelous," reflecting the automatic assumed response of a
county coming vf age enjoying- the pleasure of admiring themselves
through their children on the stage, playing the roles of Romeo and
Juliet. Youngsters in company with parents attending .the homemade classical presentations- were as mystified by the dialogue of
the actors as they were the interpretation of Roman Empire garb.
Alen minstrels shows came to town, naw 'that's a different
story, for the stage reflected a mirror of life more understandable to
the youthful eyes. The larky spirituals, exaggerated likenesses,
hometown actors inserted in the routines of the professionals, the
hilarity and crudeness of jokes, were the ingredients-of- mirth born
in a poke salet hotbed. Too, so were the wild west presentations,
the black whiskers of the villain, the over-rouged heroines in pigtails, unexpected blank shots ringing out from silver-plated, pearlhandled pistols, taxed the emotional capacity of over-charged audiences exploding in foot stomping, whistling, yelling and cheerIng.
The fortunes of the Woodruff Opera House skidded on the
dependencies of the lecture circuit, traveling shows, chamber music
and homespun Elizabethan productions as the bright lights of the
opry house underwent financial dimming. Owners changed
hands
after the dissolution of the stock company, enlivened sporadically
by the mysticisms of .Houdini and Blackstone. The tragic results
of the magicians' appearances were the trail of mishaps occurring
in the ranks of the toe-headed boys simulating the tricksters' highflying antics for a month after the opry revelation.
With the invention of the silent movies, the big old emporium
took a new lease on life, financially but not otherwise, for it never
once again attained the grandeur and gaudiness born in the original
cradle. The excellent but brief brass band that attained §uperton
ic
proportions in the music pit vanished with the legitimate theater of
actors. For all of that one of Murray's amazing musical geniuses
came to life at the right time and place in one Biscoe Robertson,
the son of K. Robertson who fell heir to the building. Biscoe
was a
self-made musician—so were 99 per cent of the county's musicmakers—who,mastered the piano with a potpourri of bombila
tions
that made the audience groan and windows shake. Bus, as he
was
'known, accompanied the silent filmi with his piano pandemonium,
aided by a box of broken glass, cowbells, tomtoms, jawbone
screating a tumult of symphony of stampede realism.
Patrons got
their money's worth', show and BiScoe, 5 and 10 pents admissi
on.
Even the acoustical techniques of Bos lacked the
capacity to
sustain a standing-room only audience indefinitely,
therefore, a
stand-in was needed for a change of pace and face.
The fortunate
change was effected with Biscoe taking ov4 the business
end of
hawkfrig patrons off the streets with a megaphone and
delegating
the piano music to Mary (Waters) Farmer', th queen bee
of selfmade Murray .melody buzzing.. Although learned in the school
of
r music" with a religious emphasis note, she possessed the unbanny
capacity to jazz up music just to the right measure of satisfyi
ng
melody. So good, in fact, she held the ivory keys down at the
opiy
house for a long, long time, even into the•20-serial sustaining
mysarlierrallfTirrlePrIt'llc
"
4 1*aYiT'Vcr t-araeitY4tettieg"-Awing those more prominent in the good -Ole days were *Lucile
Love, the Cirl of Mystery," 'Perils of Pauline," and 'sealed with the
gulag of early serials "The Iron Claw." Mary's reditions became
synonimous with the good life to the extent that even today she
is
in much demand for the final hymn of departures. She was the best!
•
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EDITORIAL

At first blusli, the only surprising thing about the U.S.
Supreme Court decision
prohibiting police from stopping motorists at random solely
to check their driver's licenses
and auto registration is that a
single Justice dissented from
the 8-1 ruling.
Indeed, the dissenter —
Associate Justice William H.
Rehnquist — objected only
because the court left open the
right of states to allow license
and
registration
checks
provided they are conducted at
roadblocks where all cars are
stopped.
While we sympathize with
Justice Rehnquist's libertarian
views, we are not unmindful
that roadblocks can serve a
legitimate
law-enforcement
function.
That is more than can be said
for the random checks ruled unconstitutional. In the specific
case on which the court ruled, a
Delaware man was stopped by
a police officer, not because the
motorist was suspected of any
violation of the law, but
because the officer had nothing
else to do.
Delaware state courts and
the U.S. Supreme Court rightly
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Copley News Service

Marine Pvt. Kenneth E. Broach, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Broach, Sr.,
is now taking indoctrination in individual combat training at the Marine
Corps Base, Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Deaths reported include Miss Laura
Kelso, 93, John Story, 93, Mrs. Clyde
Booker,81, and Lee Clarence Motheral,
81.
The Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles will deliver
the sermon at the graduation exercises
for the Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield, on April 16.
Births reported include a boy, Darren
Scott, to Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Clark on
April 6.
Miss Gedia • Paschall, daughter of
Mrs Mary L Paschall and the late
Rudolph Paschall, "was recently
married to Henry Armstrong, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee Armstrong.
Mrs. A. D. Butterworth has returned
to Murray after spending the winter in
Venice, Fla.
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Garrott's Galley

20 Years Ago
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These Two Joggers Have Run
Almost To Los Angeles And Back

If you don't think jogging is good for
stopped long enough to visit with me.
and the next year I started. I had gone
your health,don't say so around George
Why,that's almast_to Las Angeles and
over there (to the_ Carr Health
Lilly or Pete Panzera. They'll almost
back!
•
Building ) one day to see what that
fight you about it, so devoted the twc
+++
bunch of nuts were op to. They cerretired Murray State chairmen are tc
Pete had just lost 65 pounds — from
tainly weren't going to get me in it. I
that form of keeping physically fit.
275 down to 210— on a diet hack in 1970
thought, but how wrong I was."
George, 62, retired last year after 3(
when he enlisted in Dr. Jack Baker's
Both will tell you that they don't lose
years at Murray State, retiring
physical fitness program for faculty
a lot of weight jogging — nor do they
chairman of the industrial arts
and staff at Murray State. He wanted to
gain any— but they have lost inches off
education department. Pete, 57, retired
get into some form of exercise "to tone
their waistlines.
about the same time after 29 years or
up" his muscles.
The big story, though,is in their blood
the campus, the last 10 or so as
Jack, now physical education
pressure and pulse readings. Before he
chairman of the' department of. chairman at 'State University of New
started jogging, Pete's pulse was about
chemistry and biology.
York at Buffalo, started him out- 88 on average.
Today,it's a cool 60 most
Today, the highlight of their busier.
jogging 15 seconds and walking 45
of the time.
•
than-ever day is their 5-mile rut
seconds of each minute-for 12 minutes,
They keep up with this their own
together in the late morning come hal:
gradually increasing the jogging time
the instrument
or high water. Pete has been at it.for -until Pete was able to go a full mile .sphygmonometer
doctors use to gauge your blood
almost nine years now, and just last. without stopping.
pressure. Frequently, they'll take three
Thursday logged his 3,500th mile.
"I only managed about 100 miles total
readings — before they .run, imGeorge, who started one year later, was
that first year," he recalled, glancing
mediately afterivard and again about 15
just six back at 3,494 miles when they
at George, who chimed in with, "Yeah, minutes later.
"From all we can learn
about this," Pete said, "is to elevate
your heart beat and your respiration
with exercise with everything returning
to normal within a short time. If it
doesn't you are in trouble."
One day last week, George's blood
pressure read 130-8) before their run,
150-80 immediately after the five miles
Dear Editor:
Times; Mr. Jeffrey stated that "the
and 15 minutes later, it was back to his
cuts were recommended because of the
I am writing this letter becaLse of a.
normal 130-80. Pete's, checked at the
sincere concern about the future
anticipated loss of between 75 and 130 same time, went 125-75, 140-75 and 125quality and prestige of the Murray
Students as a result of the new non- 75 after 15 minutes. "Why, an 18-yearSchool System. According totne article
resident pupil contract policy of the old boy would be proud of any of those,"
in the April 4, 1979, issue of The Murray
Calloway County Board of Education." he said proudly. •
Ledger and Times, the school system
+++
• If I have received correct inpresently employs around 20 faculty
Today — :nine years almost after
formation about that policy, it should
members more than the Minimum
getting serious about running — they
result in a phasing out program
Foundation Program provides. Since
are averaging 600 miles a year and run
beginning at the lowest grades.
the enrollment has been declining only
religiously almost every day five days a
Therefore, the middle school and high
slightly, apparently these positions
week 'and most of the time together.
school should be affected at most only
have been added to meet demands or to
They keep lair -of their miles' on
slightly for several years. If some of the
build quality programs.
calendars in their lockers, posting it
school programs are cut to the point of each
time they run.
not being quality programs, there May
If either or both of these explanations
Pete and George also make a game
be a significant valuntau loss at these
are the reason the positions exist, then
out of their running, setting weekly and
seems to follew that the test- -.1evels,but,not because_of the Calloway,. Monthly
goals, to stretch themselves.
policy.
justification for eliminating a position
They don't run when the temperature Ls
would be if there are no longer sufover 90 degrees or below zero, although
During the last few years, the band
ficient students to create a demand or
one
day, to which they proudly point,
program
has
grown
rapidly
to
one of
the position fails to provide a quality they went the five miles in 5-above
pride
and
national
significa
nce.
In
1972program. The elimination of the inweather."We came in with ice all over
73, the Murray System had apstrumental music position does seem
our suits," Pete laughed.
proximat
ely
240
students
in
the
total
inconsistent with both these reasons.
band program with two instructors and
They used their cars to measure
a budget of $2,500. In 1978-79 the band
several routes at various distances, but
Clearly the Murray System has a
mot of their running is done in the
program has 378 students with a budget
music program of which we can take
of $4,500 ($3,503 less thin 1977-78) and
Stewart Stadium area — not on the
great pride. The Seventh, the eighth
three instructors for the entire
track but outside! "It is one-half mile
grade, and the Murray High Marching
program. Projected enrollment for the
around the stadium," Pete said,"and a
Band all excel in their classes, as well
program
band
full
for
mile if you go around the edge of the
the
coming
year
is
as do the various concert and symapproximately 380 students. The
parking lot."
phonic ' ensembles. The Murray
proposed budget for the coming year is
"Too," George chipped in, "we carry
Program is indeed a quality program
$1.500 with two instructors for all 380
on a conversation most of the time, If
whichp_robably invo.lyes more students,
students in grades six-12. Is it possible
you can't carry on a conversation while
grades six-12, than any other elective
to maintain a quality program with a
you're running, you are over-exerting."
program in the school system.
cut of personnel and funds of this size? I
"I know George never over-exerts,"
Having been involved as a booster,
think very unlikely.
Pete then laughed. "I've never had the
chaperone, and parent of two Murray
chance to find out if I was."
students, I believe that the band
A. third possible explanation for the
"Aw, we've ha?\a lot of 'executive
programs have done more to instill a
elimination of the position might be a
sessions' on those runs," George
pride and esprit de corps in the schools
lack of competence of the individual
chuckled,-"and we strictly respect the
than any other program. All I am atwhose slot is being eliminated. I'm sure
other's confidence."
tempting here is to suggest that we do
that Mr. Jeffrey, the board, students,
Well-cushioned shoes are a most for
indeed have a quality program.
parents, and professional music
the jogger, both are quick to tell you,
With the best data that I have access
educators would all quickly deny this as
and they go through a pair, costing
to, may I review the other logical
a possible explanation.
about $30, every 1,000 to'1,200 miles.
Justification — lack Of student demand.
+++
According to the same article menI recognize that difficult decisions
It took Pete a year to get to the point
tioned earlier in the April 4 Ledger and
have to be made and often superinwhere he could run a mile at one time.
tendents and boards do not receive the
Now, he and George knock off five
recognition and support they deserve
miles a day without hardly breathing
for the efforts they, provide for a
hard. "We feel great, too," they say
cemrnunity. Neither do they always
almost in unison. "It is great relief of
know the thinking of the people whom
tension and we've `run off' many a
Dear Editor:
they represent. Therefore, I shall
headache out there."
An open letter to Judge Lassiter and
contact the superintendent and board
"Hey, it's time we were getting
Easley, Kentucky State Police,
encouraging that they review their
'going," George said, .glancing at his
Calloway County Sheriff, Murray City
data, and if indeed the reason for the
Police, and all others who are in
watch. "It's almost 11 'and we need to
is the Calloway policy and
cuts
hit the road."
positions to combat alcohol and drug
reductions are necessary, then'effect
Moments later they were gone,
abuse.
the reductionx gradually where the
headed for the stadium t4 run for their
The Calloway County Dry League
policy i having its primary effect, at
lives.
and Citizens forDrug Control are ready
lowest levels, and refrain from
the
and anxious to back you and all
of
destroying quality in programs at the
Kentucky and Calloway County laws
higher grades when there is continued
and ordinances._Yie _Dian to_atteutL4,l1
student demand.
court room activities related to drug
As it is _wryten,. Wok have I
and alcohol cases to show our support
loved, but, fsau have I hated. RoItyou agree with my position, or if
and 23 of our members were present on
mans 9:13.
yeu disagree, I encourage you to let Mr.
April 5 at the 6 p.m. arraignment of tho
Jeffrey and the board know.
14 alleged drug violator's.
Sincerely, - 14 God can love the scheming and
Sincerely,
conniving and uniotely Jacob, them
Arvin D. Crafton
Brent Manning, Chairman
perhaps I can be assured that God
Dee Pinkerton, Co-Chairman
'ran love the!

Letters To The Editor

Concern About School System

The Calloway County 4-H Spring
Rally Day will be held tomorrow at I
p.m. at Murray High School, according
to Nancy Bazzell, county 4-H president.
Mrs. Lochie Hart was the guest of
honor at the joint meeting of the
Murray High School Parent-Teacher
Association's program, "This Is Your
Life," last night at the high school
auditorium.
Dr. W. G. Reed, professor of physTcs
of Murray State College, spoke on "The
International Geophysical Year, July
1957 to December 1958," at the meeting
of the Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's- Club. He was introduced by
Mrs. H. C. Woodbridge.
'
The North Marshall basketball team,
Kentucky High School champions, their
coach, Charlie Larnpley, and their
assistant coach, Buddy Pogue, were
special'guests of the Murray Rotary
Club at the meeting held yesterday at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
Hughes Paint has Spred satin paint
listed as selling for $4.75 per gallon

30 Years Ago
Murray State College was host April 8
for the District Music Festival with 16
high schools participating. Top-ratings
from local schools included Bill Cain,
Murray High, baritone solo; Murray
Training string Trio; Murray High B
Flat Clarinet Quartet; William
McElrath, Murray High, piano solo:
Will Ed Travis, Murray Training,
trumpet solo; Clegg Austin and Joan
Love, Murray High, clarinet solos; Fay"
Dowdy, Murray Training, string bass;
Murray High Male Quartet, Mixed
Chorus, Girls Chorus, and A Gappella
Choir; Hazel High -Girls Chorus.
Deaths :reported include Mrs. Fred
Burton, 68.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. D. R. Provine.,
Margery Thomas, Rena Mitchell, .
William Robey;and Jerry Williams will
be soloists for the Easter cantata,
"Adoramus Te," to be presented by the
choir of the First Christian Church with
David Gowans as director and John C
Winter as organist.
_._ "The Seven Last Words of Christ"
will he the cantata to be presented at
the First Methodist Church with
Richard Farrell_as-director. Soloists
will be Roy Hines.: Hugh McGee, and
Patsy Croghan.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
'The -fitirtian Emperor Marcus
Aurelius:1121-180 A.D.) was more
famous as a Stoic philosopher than as
an emperor. Although Stoicism and
political power are riot esually cornbiced; Marcus did a creditable--jobin
both roles.
One Of the passages in his farenus
Meditations might help u5 understand
his success:
Never allow yourself to be swept
off your feet: when an impulse
stirs, see first that it will meet the
claims of justice: when an impression forms, assure yourself
First of its c- ertainty.
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Staunch Thomas Strides Doggedly At Jesus'Side
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went, processing down that
mount, across that jumbled valley, through the gate guarded
by Roman sentries and into the
colliding ferment of Jerusalem.
At their last supper before the
Crucifixion, Thomas again
showed his practical, earthy
view of the situation.
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
After Jesus explained he was
AP Religion Writer
going away to "prepare a place
A hawk circled far up in the
for you," Thomas, seeking to
sky and gradually glided lower.
get it straight, wanting some
Thomas eyed it somberly. It
solid facts, asked for specifics.
seemed to trace an implacably
"Lord, we do not know where
deadly design, hovering nearer
you are going. How can we
its prey. The strike would
know the way'?"
come -sad Thomas foresaw it.
"I am the way," Jesus said,
The others evaded it.
"and the truth, and the life."
He watched James and John,
To that, Thomas had comthose two ambitious, hot-bloodmitted himself, and however
ed brothers, as they adju red
unclear and unchartable, withthe halter on the burro's heod
out defizfite blueprints or measand smoothed out the goat-h; ure, he clung loyally to it, even
riding pad. Jesus swung att.
alter- the crucifixion convinced
the animal, sitting sideways.
him that Jesus, unalterably,
His gaze swept his 12 men, a
was destroyed, despite the relook of quick comradely assursurrection claims of the others
ance, and they started
The grave, unflinching, plainThe Kidrun valley lay below,
thinking woodworker told them
its floor dotted with pilgrim.
-- he wouldn't believe it unless he
tents and curling srnoke,from
not only saw Jesus, but could
the cooking fires. Beyond it
touch the wounds of crucifixion.
ruse the gleaming spires of JeFor that, Thomas often is
rusalem. Thomas, thrusting his
called "doubting,- but it wasn't
staff against the rocky downuncaring doubt, only the man's
grade, knew they headed toly excited and eager, flushed
substantial' -background, the
are supposed to rule over the
plain, unambiguous grief and
ward the end.
with anticipation, as if some
and
blood ties, impelled them to put
Gentiles lord it over them,
sober honesty about his own
-Let us go, that we may the
triumph beckoned. Thomas
it to him bluntly.
their great men exercise ausenses.
with him," Thomas had goaded
scowled. He glanced back up at
shall
Despite their flaring disthority' Over them. But it
Eight days later, in a locked
the others as they grumbled
the hawk; low now, it plumpositions, Jesus held them in
not be so among you. Whoever
room with the others, Jesus apand hesitated about the perils
meted toward its victim. Comyou
particular affection, tolerating
would be 'great among
peared. "Put your finger
of a return trip to the Judean
-pared • to Thomas; James and
their impatient drive, sure of
must be your servant, and whohere... see my hands... put
capital. They had feared it, but
John always had been brash,
their fervent devotion, a special
ever would be first among you
out your hand and place it in
did not accept its consequences,
vehement, steaming with ardor,
bond which- Thomas and the
must be the slave of all. For
my side..." It wasn't necesas did the hard realist, Thomzip and push.
other apostles recognized. On, the Son of Man also catne..not. sary. Thomas knew then that a
as. The two headstrong, fiery
several occasions, such as that
to be served but to serve, and
carpenter's reckoning
eye
Thomas was mice a carpenter _brothers came from a . prosmystical transfiguration on a
to give his life as a ransom for —2.didn't measure all reality. "my
like Jesus, and his name meant
perous, influential family, the
m i s t-shrouded mountaintop
many."
'Lord and my God!",
"the twin," as did the Greek
Zebedees, owners of a large
about which they heard later,
James and John, good-heart-,
Olden accounts say Thomas
form of it, "Didymus." Cufishing industry in Bethsaida on
he allowed only James, John
all
ed, fervently devoted for
carried the faith to Persia, Parriously, the ancient non-Biblical
the north coast of the Sea of
and Peter to be with him.
their yen for prestige, took the
thia and India, where a church
"Acts of Thomas" regards him
Galilee, with outlets throughout
"Grant us," the tWo brothers
rebuff gracefully, agreeing unstill bears his name. As he had
as a twin of Jesus, with some
the land, including Jerusalem.
blurted simultaneously, fervidperhaps
reservedly', although
imperturbably foreseen, he
scholarly speculation that they
As sons of Zebedee, they' prely, one of them finishing it,
vague
remaining somewhat
eventually also died for the
were born on the same day of
sumably had adhered to Jewish
"Grant us to sit, one at your
abbut it. Whatever, they'd keep
cause, run through with soldifferent parents. But Thomas'
practice of apprenticelhip in.. right hand and one at your left,
up their untrammeled dash and
diers' lances on a hill near Cableak. moody outlook plainly
various aspects of thelitaatala„.... in_ your _glory "
lamina in India.
set him apart. .
curing, Crating and itupping,
He eyed them Tonal"Vou
Thomas,. a plain, practical
However, the first of the
_ • Grimly, he expected the
maintenance of fleet and equipdo not know what you are askskilled
with
adze
craftsman,
apostles •to meet martyrdom
worst.. but he did so with _unment*, scheduling crews, as well
ing. Are you able to pirink the
took
a
gloomy
and plumb line,
• was one of_those Zebedee thunmitigated courage, aware of
as joining in the dragnet fishing
same'. cup that I drinR?" Jesus
view of their future, but he
derbolts, James. Ile was bethe crashing blow ahead, yet
-..eipeditions requiring several
asked the pair.
with
Jesus,
what-'amid stick
-hPaded by puppet King Agrstriding resolutely' toward it.
vessels at once.
"We- are able- they chocame.
The
others
didn't
ever
ippa, as related in Acts 12, in
The others, though apprehenDried or pickled barrels of
rused:
- •
seem to regard what Jesus said . the initial wave of persecution
sive, shunned facing the shatthe catch were transported by
His expression clouded, and
as raw, concrete fact, probably
of the followers of Jesus after
tering prospect to which Jesus
camel train to markets -he nodded thoughtfully. "The
because he often taught in alle, his death and resurrection.
himself repeatedly had sought
cup that I drink you will
throughout Galilee and Judea,
.
gories.
John, the other flamingly imto alert them.
drink." It had a foreboding
including Jerusalem. with its
"Let these words sink into
passioned apostle who, helpless
-Behold, we are going up to
,"Zebedee and Sons" dissound to Thomas, a dark chord
your ears," Jesus emphasized
and horrified, had remained
Jerusalem, and everything that
tribution center, supplying
of future travail and perat one point, "for the Son of
nearby through Jesus' trial and
is written about the Son of Man
among others the high priestly
secutions facing them.
Man is to be delivered into the
crucifixian and to whom Jesus
by the prophets will be accomhousehold, with which John was
hands of men."
But Jesus said the kind of
,,from the cross assigned the
plished," he had told them.
acquainted, as indicated in
But after earlier visits to Jepassing political power they
care of his mother, later was
For he will be deliveredto the
John 1816.
had in mind was not in his purrusalem had aroused increasing
exiled under the Roman emperGentiles and will be mocked
Comparisons of the different
view, that ultimate -relationofficial hostility and they had
or Domition to the dekolate isle
and shamefully treated and spit
gospel accounts also bring out
withdrawn to an isolated refships would be settled in divine
of Patmos, where he is said to
upon. They will scourge him
that Zebedee's wife, Salome,
uge, the apostles generally obprovidence. "To sit at my' right
have written the visionary Book
and lull him, and on the third
apparently was a sister of
jected to going back, protesting
hand or at my left is not mine
of Revelations.
'clay he will rise..,Jesus' mother, Mary. and is rethat already' Temple henchmen
to grant, but it is for those for
After his escape, sv.amming
His men, appalled and ingarded as one of those well-towhom it has been prepared."
sought to Stone Jesus.
on a cork buoy,. tradition says'
credulous, couldn't conceive of
do women, mentioned in Luke
At the time, they were at Pe"Are there not 12 hours in the
he lived to mellow Old age in
it, refusing to admit such a pos8:3; who had financed Jesus'
day?" Jesus asked, adding that.
ter's gray basalt house in the
Ephesus in Greece, where adorsibility. They "did not underwork "out of their means." .
likeside town of • Capernaum
as long -as a person's destined
ing disciples took down the disstand," Mark 9:31.notes, feared
James-and John, as younger
where they often stayed. The
day Of duty remained, it would" ,,tinctively philosophical',gospel
even to ask about it or consider
cousins of Jesus, always had
other apostles, silent uptil then,
be sufficient if he confronted it
of John. ''Children, lovel#ne anit, shrinking from it. But not
looked up to gim admiringly
unleashed their pent-up ire and
openly. "If any one walks in
other," he kept telling them. In
the tough, taciturn woodworker despite their wealthier status, •
vexation at the two brothers for
the day', he does not stumble.
his failing da'ys, they carried
Thomas. Although not grasping
awed by his sureness, hide=
currying privilege.
But if he hid from duty, he
him about on a litter.
its full dunensions, he starkly
pendent spirit,. insight and pur"If any one of you would be
might survive, but his day was
They asked, •'Master, why
foresaw death, ready to share
posefulness. At his call, they
first," Jesus interjected, ''he
done. "If any' one walks in the
dost thou always say this?"
it.
immediately had joined him!". must be the-last of all and--eer---iuglat, he-stumbles, because the
"It is the Lord's•comrnand,"
Moving daggedly along with
even though it meant giving up
vent of all."
light is not in him."
said the old thunderer, "and if
the others through the valley
-a comfortable home and serIt was a recurring issue, parStill, the apostles.demurred.
this alone be done, it is
shantytowp, Thomas noted the
vants and overcoming their faticularly with James and John,
But Thomas, the hard-headed,
enough.'
.
swelling fascination around and
ther Zebeclee's patriarchal exand it rankled the dourly fataldour realist who looked squareAfter he was buried, the anahead of them, .the crowds
pectations for them to assume
istic Tharritas. But Jesus, obly' at the facts, aware that a
cient Bible translator Jerome
gathering on the roadside, wayhis profitable trade.
viously Seeing the appetite for
return to Jerusalem spelled disrecords a story that on the
,ing palm branches, tossing
But they had even grander.
power and status as a peraster but valorously ifnshaken
-grave
of the volcanic, firebrand
- their cloaks before Jesus,
visions of success through
vaaihe human snare, alluded to
by it, declared stqically:
apostle, the dust whirled vigor- spreading their arms in adulabeihg' in Jesus' inner circle,
the authoritarianism of impe"Let us also go, that we may
ously.
tion, calling out hosannas.
witn• plans to attain exalted porial Rome, saying:
die with him."
TOMORROW: Andrew and
sition. Their zest for it, their
James and John seemed odd"You know that those who
It rallied the others and they
Philip.
EDITOR'S NOTE — This second installment of a five-part
Easter series about the
apostles, draws from the Bible
and other 'ancient writings,
focuses on Thomas, James and
John.
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Lesa Arm Hoke, a senior at superintendent of buildings
Calloway County High School, and grounds and later as
has been named recipient of manager of the bookstore, he
the $500 Lee Clark Memorial retired in 1952. Following his
Stholarship at Murray State death in 1960, the scholarship
University for the 1979-80 was established in his
memory in 1977 by his
school year.
The daughter of Mr. and daughter and son-in-law,
Mrs. Charles R. Hoke, Route Buron and Modest Jeffrey,
The Clark scholarship is one
1,Alrno, she has maintained a
91-.68 Aiercent
acadirnic of 89 and totaling $68,600 in
four honorary, memorial and
average throughout
years of high school ad ranks alumni awards which have
19th in her graduatlitg class of been made at the university of
the alumni association this
183.
She plans to major in year. Of these, 45 and totaling
•'communications at Murray', 822,500 are going to high
seniors
in
State in preparation for a school
the
career in radio and television. association's Century Club
While at Calloway County program and made possible
High, she was a member of the by 8100 yearly contributions
speech team, the pep club. by Century Club members.
Future Teachers of America, , All the scholarships will be
the Beta Club, the Student presented officially April 28 at
Council and was a member of a reception in the lobby of
, a gospel group at her church Ordway Hall and preceeding
In 1978, she placed 4th in the annual alumni banquet in
dramatic interpretation at the the Student Center at which
Kentucky high school speech the recipients and their
tournament and served as parents will be special guests.
Amp
vice-president of the CallowaY
County speech team.
. Lee Clark, for whom the
Serbscrilmrs Mat hu,. Net
,^scholarship is named, was one
received their beisecleilvered
of the charter donors for the
°spy ef The alerrey ledger 1
cash gift for 8117,000 for the
first building and grounds at
Ta4s by 5:3111 p.m Mead*
Murray State and was serving
Frldlio es by 310 p.m. I.
as
County's
Calloway
Sattordays are tweed to tall
7i3-11116 between 5304 arepresentative to the Kentucky legislature at the time Of
sad 6 p.m., Memay-Fridery,
the founding of the university.
330 p.ms. pied 4 p.m. $atyr.
playing a key role in obtaining
gays, is Imam dellvery tbe
original state, 4Pweetwpapat. Calls mast be
propriations and legislation
Mated by 6 p.m weekdays et
which led to the establishment
4 P-fts Seavrdays te gwerwatee
of the school in Murray.
delivery_
After 27 years on the
Murray State staff as

Robert Redd, a Land Between The Lakes employee from Cadiz, has his blood typed
by Doris Graham, an American Red Cross worker from Paducah. This was a procedure
taken prior to donating a unit of
CROSS Blood
Regiorsji
Program in Trigg County. Twenty-three TVA employees from Land Between The Lakes -took part in the recent effort. Land Between The Lakes has been active in the Red
Cross Blood Program in Trigg County for eight years and in the American Association
of Blood Banks Program in the Murray-Calloway County Region Jor two years. The
Nashville Regional Red Cross Blood Program now provides blood to any resident of
any participating county and to members of the donor's time immediate family even if
they are outside of the region. Recipients pay only for the cost of collection and
processing. The American Association of Blood Banks provides blood only to donors
and their families; however, non-member recipients may elect to replace units of
blood on a one-to-one basis after they recovet. Both programs will furnish blood for
members outside of their home region provided that the local blood bank will accept
replacement units from them.

blood to the Nashville

Red

TVA Photo by Kevin Penick

MSU Faculty Members-Took
Leadership Roles At KMEA
Several members of the
music faculty at Murray State
University attended and took
leadership roles in the Kentucky
Music
Educators.
Association(KMEA) convention in Louisville March 28-'
31.
KMEA is an organization of
more than .800 public school,
college, and university music
teachers in the state. A part of
the Music Educators National
Conference, the organization
sponsors all-state bands,
choruses, orchestras, music
festivals and contests, inservice
workshops
for
students and teachers, and
works to promote all aspects
of music education in the
schools.
Murray State faculty at-tending the convention were:
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the
College of Creative Expression; Dr, Roger Reichmuth, chairman of the
Department of Music; Irma
Collins and Dr. Robert Kidd
III, assistant professors of
. music education; Robert
Gillespie, instructor of violin
and viola and director of the
String Project; Judyth Lippman, assistant professor of
applied class piano; and
Richard W. Farrell, chairman
.emeritus of the Department of
Music.
Students in the department
who were active in convention
activities included: voice
majors- Kathleen Stoddart,
Murray,
Laurie
Small,
Harrisburg, Ill., and Cyndi
Bosley, Owensboro; Jane
Harold, Paducah bassoon
major; Donna Humphries,
Murray' piano major; Bobby
Workman, Clarksville, Tenn.,
trombone major; Bob Fern,
Calvert City tuba major; and
Jim Wright, Centerville:,
graduate assistant.'
Prince spoke on the status
and ramifications of his twoyear assignment as special
assistant to the director of the
National Endowment for the
Arts.
Reichrnuth, president-elect
of the KMEA and current
chaircollege-university
person, served as the chairman for sessions involving
university personnel and was

a member of. the Committee sub-committee to prepare a
on Music Education in Ken- Crisis Kit for Kentucky.
Ms. Lippman delivered a
tucky,
Ms. Collins delivered a research paper, and Kidd
research paper and was in served as a room chairperson'
charge of the luncheon and for several sessions. Gillespie
business meeting of the was elected first viceStudent Music Educators president_Ior the' Kentucky.
National Conference at which chapter of the American"
a state student constitution String .Teachers at the conwas ratified. She also served vention.
as chfffrperson and assistant
Farrell, a past-president of
to the research sessions for the KMEA, is serving as the
graduate students and was first chairperson of the KMEA
appointed chairman of the Retired Teachers group.
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Top Designer Award Won
By Den- Disco Combination

By BARBARA BASLER
AP Newsfeatures
When we hear a designer Or
decorator use the term "multifunctional"' to describe a room
or a piece of furniture, most of
us picture the practical.
We think of the living room
that becomes a bedroom at
night, or the desk that doubles
as a dining table
But for Sherman Nobleman,
multi-functional means a den
that doubles as a disco. And
this concept won the Portola
Valley, Calif., designer first.
place honors in the 21st Annual
S.M. tlexter Awards Program,
a national design competition.
Nobleman wan in the residential interior categary.Nobleman says that when his
friends heard he was designing
a disco room for hi§ home, they
imagined "a room that would
be wild, bizarre, fantastical."
But that was never the room he
'had in mind.
."From the beginning, I want.,4 e1 a room that would be c'omfortable and useful all the
-'-time," he explains. .
And so Nobleman designed a
room for living as well as dancing, a kind of rich man's recre'ation room. The interior is cas' ual and comfortable by day,
• dean and classy by night.
But because his friends had
imagined a rather decadent design, he dubbed his room the
"deca-disco."
.The room, locatati in a small
space beneath the house, has a
hardwood floor for daytime ex..,
ercises or- nighttime disco. The
cobalt-treated wood can take
the skids and scuffs of the
dancer, he says, and needs only
We can show
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d save money
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a buffing to restore its beauty.
Mound the perimeters of the
floor, wicker furniture covered
in bright cotton fabric invites
reading, relaxing or visiting.
The room also contains covered
platforms that can be used for
seating or game-playing. The
bar area is convenient and
compact, tucked away in a corner.
There are two long walls in
the room, one glass, the other
mirrored. The window-wall reveals the outdoor trees and
shrubbery, which are illuminated by colored lights at night.
Nobleman says his wall of
mirrors "doubles the feeling of
space in the room: and provides a disco atmosphere at
night. the mirrors also conceal
s4rage closets that can hold
everything from exercise gear
to stereo equipment, with room
left over for coats, games or
musical instruments.
"I told you," Nobleman
smiles, "you can do everything
in this room."
Of course, a multi-purpose
room needs multi-purpose lighting, and the deca-disco has

that. The room has three light
ing systems to cover every
lighting need. And, because no
real disco can do without
syncopated, flashing lights, a
system of colored lights din be
plugged into the stereo system
to produce light sequences that
flash in time to the music.
Two other designers won himorablementions in the residen-'
tial interior category.
Ronald Oates of New York
designed a winning interior for
a cooperative apartment, using
mirrors, platforms and angular
seating arrangements to shape
a long, narrow living-room
area.
Designers Janet and Shelly
Rosenberg of Upper Montclair,
N.J., produced their winning
room in their. own renovated
colonial house.
The couple opened part of the
attic to a spare bedroom right
below, creating a home office,
den and living area on the upper level, and a library and additional work space on the lower level.
Skylights were installed in
the attic to provide both light
and visual excitement

Here's the Answer ED

piekyouk"

i Do-it-yourselfers will .-find.
much valuable information in
Andy tang's handbook. -Prat.-Ural Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this newspaper at Box 5-, Teaneck, N. J.
07666. QueStions of general interest will be. answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.1
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tities unless it is to be used
within a period of six months.
It doesn't "take" when the air
is laden with moisture. And it
has to be thinned with denatured alcohol
Shellac comes mostly in 4- or
5-pound cuts. This means that 4
or 5 pounds of shellac gum
have been dissolved to each
gallon dr alcohol. But it must
be cut still further, a procedure
which enables it to be applied
in several light coats rather
than one thick coat. After you
have used shellac a few times,
you will learn Just how 'much
denatured alcohol should be
rruxed with the shellac for the
consistency that.you want. But
until you discover this, your
first uses of shellac will produce good results by making a
mixture of half shellac and half
alcohol.
Two kinds of shellac are
available — white and orange.
The white actually is clear and
is the most widely used. The
orange is recommended when
you want a darker color with-

out hiding the grain of the
wood.
When wood has been sanded
preparatory to the use of shellac, it should always be wiped
thoroughly with denatured alcohol. Although shellac dries in
much less than three hours, I
have found it wise to wait at.
least that long between coats.
If the surface is sanded lightly
to remove imperfections it
isn't always necessary t, be
sure to use a dry brush to remove grit residue before applying the next, coat.
t The techniques of using shellac, lacquer, varnish, stain,
bleach, etc:, are described in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," available by spending 35 cents and a
long, STAMPED envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.)
••
There are more than 70 species of philadelphus shrubs,
which are commonly known as
mock orange.

Spring is fix-up time H
owners ih.lxintery climates'
leave the ski slopes pr their
cacoons,as the case may he,
and turn their thoughts to
warm weather acli‘ities.
This also is the time to
"check your house for any
exterior repairs that may be
needed, and this ads ice applies to families 1r rho s,alth
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A THREE-WAY BRICK FIREPLACE in this modern
vacation home serves as the only separation between
the dining room and adjacent living room, which
features a soaring sloped ceiling, windows and sliding
doors on three sides. This optional three or four
bedroom home has 1,560 square feet, rOr more information on Plan HAlO9f., write—enclosing a
stamped
:
e self-addressed envelope—to Jerold L. Axelrod. architect, 275 Broadhollow R1., Melville, N.Y.,
11746.

Ott

FREE ESTIMATES

CARLOS BLACK JR.&SONI
PAINTING CO.
701 South 4th St. Murray, Ky.

SEAWEED HEAT
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sciharvested kelp in airtight -conentists are experimenting with
ditions to produce methane, the
the fastest growing seaweed in
principal component of natural
the world, hoping their findings
gas.
may help solve the - nation's
The site of the research is a
heating problems.
102-foot-diameter ribbed strucThey are working with a plot
ture resembling the top of an
of giant kelp planted on an artiupturned umbrella about 50 feet
ficial structure four miles off
below the ocean's surface. This
the coast of California. if sucforms- the "soil" for a small
cessful, the research may point
kelp farm near Newport Beach.
the way to creation of a huge
Plunging 1,500 feet into the
supply of natural gas, accordsea below is a 25-inch-diametering to the National Geop-aphli
pipe which brings up nutrients
Society.
such as nitrates and phosphates
Researchers say their tests
to fertilize the kelp and mainhave already proven tat anaetain growth, National Georobic bacteria will react with
graphic explains.

t

Springtime Is The Right Time
To Check Your Roof For Damage
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Q. — I expect to put up a fiber glass roof over our rear
patio. The -areMp is such that.
the upright posts in the frame. work .will hav.e to be. set _into
The soil. What type of posts
should I use
A. —'Use 4 by 4 treated
posts. These can be set into the
ground at least 2 feet. deep
where the soil is firm. biit considerably deeper and santetimes braced by concrete
where there is much frost. If
you have not, had much experience in this kind of work,
ask the dealer from whom you
purchase the lumber to advise
you about this on the basis of
conditions in your area. Be
sure to buy posts of the proper
length. If, for example, you
find that the posts must be set
3 feet into the grodral and that
the roof will be 7 feet high at
the front end, the part farthest
from the house, buy standard
10-foot length.

Then Pick

From

/TOR A01

•••••imib

trimming with what are called.
bullnose tiles. Your dealer will
help you choose the special
trim shapes you will need.
Take a rough. sketch of the
room witiffyou when you -go to
order the tiles.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I have always done my
own repair work over the
years, but I have developed
arthritis in my fingers and now
find some tasks quite difficult.
For instance,. whenever I have
to fix a lamp socket. I find it
very hard to take, out the old
socket by pushing the brass
part where it says "press." I
avould-likeari pass_along.thisiaformation to other persons who
might have the same trouble.
The braSs shell can be separated from the cap simply by
prying them apart with a
screwdriver at the exact' spot
where the press direction is located.
A. — Thanks.
Q. — We want to change the
color of the ceramic tiles on
part of the walls in our bathroom. Someone suggested
painting thepi, but we would
rather put up new tiles. Can
they be installed right over the
old ones"''
A. — Yes. But the old tiles
must be clean, soundly attached and roughened up a bit.
The rough surface will provide
a better grip for the new adheZoe. To determine how soundly
the old tiles are attached, each
must beltapped with the handle
of a screwdriver. Remove any
tile found to be loose. Clean the
-old adhesive from the space
and the back of the tile. Cement it in place. If a tile is
missing or badly broken, its
space can be filled with any
sand mortar or spackling tompound. Old accessories — soap
dishes, toothbrush holders and
such — can be removed, but it
is easier to tile around them,

Custom Built Furniture
Refinishing 8 Repairs
Soild Bross Hardware.
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Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets, or,
Go ve Your Old Cobinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures
Because it is versatile, easy
to apply and dries rapidly, shellac has retained its popularity
over the years despite the inroads made by some of the synthetic wood finishes, especially
the varnishes.
Shellac's natural gloss can be
cut down, if desired, by steel
wooling or rubbing with pumice
and rottenstone ll the high
gloss is wanted, all that is necessary is ,to apply a coat of
paste wax and rub it in. Or you
can use a liquid polisher which
has some of the ingredients of
paste wax and is designed to
eliminate all or part of the rubbing.
Every so often, somebody
will complain that, after applying shellac, it doesn't dry properly, is sticky or gets cloudy.
The causes generally are that
the shellac was applied under
high humidity conditions, or the
shellac was too old, or it was
applied just as it came out of
the container. Shellac should
never be bought in large quan-
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Hall reportedly spoke in favor of
(Sunday) that he would not be
The
Residence
By TONY WILSON
able to attend. We never got a Association's regular meeting the the refurbishing.
Sports Editor
"I want to reiterate our
froni
Coach was set for last night, Bivin
It was intended to be a response
said, but regular business was position," Bivin said following
forum to discuss the issue. Greene."
The issue concerns Murray set aside to discuss the the meeting last night. "We
Representatives from the
have nothing against Coach
student groups opposing the State's intentions to refurbish housing issue.
or athletes. His
Greene
a
of
number
in
Winslow
that
rooms
said
Bivin
Clark
atin
were
ing
refurbish
) record speaks for
(Greene's
a
Hall,
on
site
was
the
dormitory
original
the
MU
an
Cafeteria
tendance, as were
is a great coach."
He
itself.
for
campus,
.but
it
the
had
meeting,
that
of
the
men's
But
students.
300
estimated
Bivin said that the groups he
to be moved to the Hart Hall
Murray State President basketball tearii.
Last Wednesday, Murray Coffee House because of the represented (the RHA, the
Constantine W. Curtis and
_SGA and Clark Hall) only
Racer basketball Coach Ron State's Student Government -number in attendance.
Association Student Senate
"Our plans were to set aside wanted to point out that the
Greene weren't.
as the one
"We sent out hand-delivered voted unanimously to support time for Dr. Curris and Coach same facility such
be
invitations to both of them the Cleft Hall Dorm Council's Greene for them to give their in question should available
to be
I Curris and Greene)," said decfsion to oppose the position on the matter. Then to every student, if it is
we would give 'bur position," available to basketball
Clark Hall Council President refurbishing plans.
Since that time, according said Bivin. "Then both groups players.
Stuart Bivin. "Dr. Curris
Bivin said last week that he
yesterday to Bivin, a petition opposing would field questions from the
us
informed
the plan his been circulated student body in attendance."
was told by Greene that the
throughout the campus, and
Bivin said that, since completed rooms would have
Tickets On Sale
800 names have been neither Curris nor Greene wall-to-wall carpeting, woven
Tickets For the April 26 collected.
were there, the RHA jute wall covering, all-new
Calloway County High School
Both Greene and Curris presented both sides to the furnishings, seven-foot beds,a
basketball banquet will be on were unavailable for corn- students. Members of the special lounge chair, new
sale until April 23, school nient this morning.
basketball team bookcase desks and drapes.
Racer
officials have announced.

Dr. Marshall Gordon, vicepresident for university
services, said last week that,
though he didn't know of the
exact plans for the rooms, he
did know the undertaking had
the full support of Curris.
The matter will be placed on
the agenda of the April 28
Murray State Board of
Regents meeting, Bivin said.
"The licAA Council meets
April 23-25, and they will
decide on the exact guidelines,
and we will know exactly that
the rules are," he said.
Bivin was quoted last week
as saying that the refurbishing
was being kept a secret froni
the student body and the
general public.
Gordon said last week that
any room furnishings beyond •
what is provided for every
student would come out of
booster funds.

Playoff Nlatchups
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Purcell Now Enrolled At Tennessee,
Feels Tourney Foul-Up Was For Best
wiwir

It may have cost him $100, but Mel Purcell
thinks a mixup of dates last fall may have
been the best thing that could have happened
to him.
"I didn't know what to do, really," Purcell
admitted by phone last night from his athletic
dormitory room at the University of Tennessee. What he did was contact Vol tennis
Coach John Newman and, in effect, ask for a
scholarship.
Purcell, a Murray High graduate and the
son of MSU tennis Coach Bennie Purcell,
came within a whisker of turning
professional. "I had to put up $100 to

1
Tony Wilson

7

Sports Editor
guarantee my appearance in Salt Lake City —
late last September — and I was I told I would
play on a Saturday."
But when he arrived, Purcell found that the
qualifying round had been moved up a day,
thereby forfeiting his tourney -berth and his
money. "I knew I would have to wait until I
got another spot in a tournament. I was just
kind of stuck in Salt Lake City with no idea of
what to do," he said.
Tennessee's fall semester was already five
weeks old, but Purcell managed to squeeze'
past admission requirements. Staying in
school, though, was up to him.
They put me on probation, because I
hadn't completed enough hours at Memphis
State," he said. Oh, yes, Memphis State.
That's where Purcell entered in the fall of
1977, only months after he had won the
Kentucky High School state tennis title as a
senior at Murray High.
Things wept well enough in Memphis -- on
the court. Purcell compiled an excellent
record as the No. 1 singles player and won the
Metro 7 Conference singles title. Then came
summer and time for a decision.
"I didn't do that well in classes, and I knew
I had to go to summer school to pick up the
hours I needed." About that time, Purcell
says, Memphis Coach Tommy._ Burford
became the head professional at a local
racket club.
"There was no way he (Buford) could
devote enough time to the club and to the

team," said Purcell. "I realized that this
school just wasn't right for me. It's football
and basketball there and nothing else."
So Purcell bypassed summer school to play
tennis. He had perhaps his best stretch of play
ever, winning a national 21-and-under title,
the Louisville Country Club championship
and even pushing Guillermo Vilas, at the time
the world's No. 1-rated player, to three sets in
another event before losing..:
Men came the Salt lake City confusion, and
"I guess that's
when I officially becamVol,"
e a
laughs Purcell.
He's ineligible
for college tennis this season,
forced to the
role of specas the
tator
PURCELL
Tigers have leapt to a No.8 national ranking.

•

Thompson,Davis To Go Head-To-Head In Game 1 Tonight
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Mychal Thonipson, at 6 feet 10 and 225 pounds, is
basketball's biggest **small" forward. But the--Portland rookie will need more than size when he
goes up against Phoenix' Walter Davis tonight as
the teams open their first-round National'
,
Basketball Association playoff series.
The 6-6 Davis, the NBA's Rookie of the Year in
1978, averaged 23.6 points per game to rank 10th in
the league and was seventh in field goal accuracy
at 56,1 percent. He is quick, agile and plays with
infectuous enthusiasm.
NBA Playoffs
"Walter is one of those players who just loves to
play the game," says Phoenix Coach John
MacLeod.."He goes all out and doesn't hold back.
If he makes a great play of one of his teammates
n lakes a great play, he just lets his el-Doti-ens fly."
It will be up tO Thompson to contain the explosive Davis. Thonipson started the year filling in
for power forward Maurice Lucas, then spent time
on the bench as a backup n ran at center and for-

THESE ARE
HIGHLY RATED
PLANS

The sandy-haired 19-year-old, who will have
three years of eligibility for college tennis
beginning in 1980, confesses he's not planning
too far ahead.
"If I could win the NCAA's next year, or
come close, I'd probably turn pro," he says.
"If not, well, there's always next year."
His biggest rival for that goal could be
someone only a volley and dropshot away —
teammate Andy Kohlberg. Kohlberg, an
Atlanta, Ga., native, is currently the Tigers'
No. 1 player, and a dog fight for the'top spot
between he and Purcell next year appears
imminent.
The rivals — good friends and a deadly
doubles duo — have played six times. "He
beat me the first three times we met,"
Purcell said, snapping off scores like his
rocket forhand does a tennis ball. But it's
been all-Purcell the past three matches. In his
last match with Kohlberg, he won 6-2, 7-6 in
January in an exhibition match.
As a team, Purcell and Kohlberg's biggest
triumph came Jan. 16 in Birmingham, Ala.
There, they defeated Hank Pfister and Sandy
Mayer, two established tour players and a
highly-regarded doubles team, in the first
round.
"1 think Kohlberg and I, if we stay together
in the pros, could do well in doubles," says
Purcell.
But his most pressing goal now is
remaining 'eligible academically for next
year. "If you get behind or in trouble in Your
classes, we are made to go to a study hall
Sunday through Thursday for three hours.
That's where I've been. It's hard to mess
yourself up here." ^.

You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
curs & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8,
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.

TYPE-TERM

MUNRAT,KY.
=mob

ANNUAL RATE

ANNUAL YIELD

8.00%
7.75%
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%
5.75%
5.25%

8-10 Year Certificate*
6-7 year Certificate*
4 year Certificate*
2 year Certificate*
/
21
1-2 year Certificate*
90-day Notice
Day-in Day-out

8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6.98%
6.72%
5.92%
5.39%

'Substantial interest penalty required by Federal low on early withdrawals.
All occounts listed above ore compounded doily.
Certificates have a $1,000 min. Sep., 90-day notice $100, Day-in Day-out
$1.00.

Ask about details on our Money Market Certificates!
"The place where thousand4 are ioving
•-••• •

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINQS_.AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH,KY.

Open Mites For Your
Shopping Convenience

PARKER FORD INC.

McGinnis suffered torn ligaments in his left ankle
on March 30, and although his teammates picked
up the slack in his absence and the club finished
strong, the Lakers are happy not to have to deal
with Big George.
feel good about Denver, especially with
George McGinnis out of the lineup," said Lakers
• guard Norm Nixon. -They're not as strong inside.
George presented a lot of problems for us. Now I
' think we match up better against theni."
That's because the Lakers do not really have an
outstanding power forward, relying instead on the
-- --center play of Kareeni Abdul-Jabbar, the
playruaking of Nixon and the outside shooting of
forward Jamaal Wilkes and guard Ron Boone and
Lou Hudson.
Lakers Coach Jerry West will start Don Ford at
forward instead of Adrian Dantley, who missed
three games recently because of an ankle injury
Neither is in the best of physical condition,
and did not play well upon his return to the lineup.
however. Lucas. has a sore right hand and
The Lakers were clobbered by Seattle. 113-93
Robinson is just playing his way back into top
night, but closed out their regular Season
Friday
a
of
because13
games
shape after missing
with solid victories over Phoenix and Portland.
r4sterious viral infection.
"Our-guys are very positive now," said West. "I
Another - Outstanding power forward, George think we'll play well, and we're capable of beating
McGinnis of Denver, will be on the sidelines as theanyone when we play well."
Nuggets open their series against Los Angeles.

ward. Late in the year Portland Coach Jack
Ramsay inserted him into the starting lineup at
small,forward and the Blazers protnptly won nine
701 their next19 games Co clinch a playoff berth.
"Mychal has been a big factor for us," said
Ramsay. "He's been doing an outstanding job on
the opposing forwards. He's developed into one of
the best defensive forwardsin the game."
The Western Conference's other best-of-three
first-round series also begins tonight, with the Los
Angeles Lakers at the Denver Nuggets. The two
East series open Wednesday, with Atlanta at
Houston and New Jersey at Philadelphia.
While Davis and Thompson go head-to-head, the
other forward niato4op pairs two of the best power
forwards in the business, Lucas of the Blazers and
-Truck Robinson of the Suns. -
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Former Pirate Reuss Saves LA

„
A Myth?

The Murray State women's rodeo team, which won its own invitational recently, is vying for
the Ozark Region title, one of 10 such regions, and a chance to compete in national corn-petition later this year. Above from left are Cynthia Kook,Donna Rankin and Donna Diehl.

!p?ussian Official Says That Olympic
Yrogram Is Not Government Funded
..4,,

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
:I..
▪ SALISBURY,
N.C. —
ecently, the leaders of the
. J.S. Olympic Committee were
-ttintertaining . the Soviet
, Vnion's ton sports official,
?'4ergei Pavolov, at USOC
iieadquarters in Colorado
'. t
.prings when the touchy
.. yestion of' government
:
j
ontrol of sports was
• roached. —
.,..—..e. One question I'd like to
X"
411sk," said Bob Paul, the USOC
-jiirector of information.
./- We've always heard that
ussian - sports were cornletely financed by the
overnment. Could you tell us
ow much your Olympic
program cost the USSR?''
." "Nothing," the Russian
4'
leplied suceintly,
..'
,...'..z. But we always have been
.iOven to understand that
Sussian sports teams .were
:-frtually professioiial because
41 full. government support,"
•e fearless Mr. Paul pressed
life issue.
:
..*..,..v: "We have no government
'Subsidy," replied Pavolov, the
'soviet Minister of Sport. Our
$ports programs are supksorted by the trade union
;clubs and a national lottery.
-..tin. _government is no more
: 1,:olved than your own."
.s• •

$

the Russians of being outright
pros while our own athletes
were
pure
amateurs,
struggling on the nickles and
dimes they could pick up from
patronizing friends.
"We have 17 principal labor
unions and countless clubs,"
Pavolov said. "Every club
menimber I most of the USSR
280 million people belong to a
labor union) are taxed one
percent of their earnings.
Every young member of a
labor club is assessed kopecs
(40 cents) a year."
"Forty cents a year?" Don
Miller, executive director of
the
USOC,
responded
facetiously. "Don't you think
that's a little exorbitant?"
The anecdote was repreated
here Monday when Miller
made-,an Olympic presentation to the National Sportscasters and Sportswriters
Association at the group's
annual awards ceremony.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Question: What former
Pittsburgh
left-hander
strolled out of the Los Angeles
bullpen Monday night and
saved a, game for the
Dodgers?
Hint: It wasn't Terry
Forster:
Give up? Would you believe
Jerry Reuss?
Surely you remember
Reuss, winner of 108 major
league games. However, only
three of those victories came
last year when Reuss was the
forgotten man on the Pirates'
staff, appearing in only 23
contests.
In case you missed it, Reuss
was traded tq Los Angeles
over the weekend for pitcher
Rick Rhoden. And the
Dodgers promptly put him to

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. — It -is a
time of testing for Jack
Nicklaus.
It is now, in the Masters,the
first of the Big Four events
_around which he has built his
golfing life, that he may
determine the direction in
which the remainder of his
career will go.
-That career, of course, is
unmatched in greatness. He
has established himself
without equal in the history of
the game,,'. -He- 'has *on
everything worth winning. His
are the standards against
which all elsklinieasured.
..And the cornerstone of the
record he has written into the
books is the list of
achievements in the majors: a
record five Masters titles,four
PGA national championships,
three victories each in the
British and U.S. Opens — a
record total of 15 major

professional triumphs.
In five starts this year, he
He insists he can continue to hasn't been in the top 10.In his
play at or near that same last 14 rounds he's broken par
quality level for several years. once. In his last two rounds
he
But his performance so far shot a total of 160. He doesn't
pics will serve as a great
this season. — perhaps the rank an long the top 70 moneypropaganda vehicle for
poorest of his career — has winners. His stroke average is
Russian ideology, but Miller
given rise_ to doubts.
72.67. He's, had scores of 294,
sees no likelihood that the
His golfing obituary has 294 and 300 in bis.last, three
Russians will turn the Games
been written.
starts. He finished '20' shots
into a political coup.
-Fine," said Nicklaus, with ,behind Larry Nelson at
"II •'would be counterjust a hint of annoyance. "It's Inverrary ancL15 back of Mark
productive," the U.S. Olynipic
z.00d for the writers. They
McCuniber at Doral..
official. said, "for them to
write- that, then, soon, they'll
stage Scenes. such as in the
have son iething else to write."
As a pro, he never has come
World University Games in
He needs proof. He knows he into Augusta with such a
1973 when police and Soviet
Leeds proof.. And he needs it record.
spectators harassed Jewish.
soc,
Now it it a test of whether*
athletes. _
can reverse it.
last winter he took a long
"The Russians are even
break from the game he has
welcoming the People's
"Obviously I haven't
dominated for almost two- as well as I'd like to," plated
Republic of China. They
he said.
aecades.. Much, was made of "But at tin ies I've hit
realize the presence of
the ball
his anntfunced reduction in his reasonably well,
Mainland China, with its 900
controlled
Playing schedule_ It was not so the ball the way. I want. My
million population, would
ii uch a reduction as a conenhance the Games. They
putting isn't all that bad. I just
centration, however. •
insist, however, there will be
haven't been able to score, to
no barriers on political, racial
keep
things together."
-Actually, I'm playing
and religious considerations.";
about the same number of
But that was in sonic
tournaments during the golf regularsea
son events.
season," he said. "It's just
This is the Masters.
that I'm cutting out tourHis fellow professionals
- nantents not in the golf season, tiave little
doubt he again will
INA is in the fall and winter. I be a major
St. LOUIS — St. Louis other Cardinals
factor in the
speedster Lou
etired were those'uniformCadls of' plzzy will continue to play the revered event -that - starts
Brock, holder of the single- Dean, Stan Musial and Int majors and the tournaments I Thursday on the flowered hills
feel it's necessary to properly of Augusta
season and alltime major Gibson.
National, a course
league stolen base records,
Brock, 39, set the single- prepare for the majors.'.>
he has played with unmatched
So far, it hasn't worked.
announced he will retire at the season stolen base re_•ord onsuccess.
end of the current season
. 1974 with 118 bases, topple
•Maury Wills' previous high t*
Cardinals President August '14. He broke Ty Cobb's all.
A. Busch Jr. told a news time stolen base record of 892
conference thA Brock's No.20 in 1977 when Brock ended thc
uniform would be retired. The seasomwith 900 stolen base,

Brock To Retire

Dibbs A Winner;
Orantes Is Upset

Gorman beat Sherwoo,
Stewart in opening action of a
$50,000 tennis tournament.
Dibbs scored— a 7-5. 7-5
victory, and Gorman, the No
6 seed, won 3-6,6-4,6-0.
Other winners included
John Sadri, John Marks.
Bruce Manson, -Billy Martin,
NBA Playoffs
John Austin and Rand:,
NationalRaskethaO,Assoctattoarlaysfis . Crawford.
First Round
MONTE CARLO, Monaco
Rest of Three Series
Yugoslavia..s
Zelkj
Eastern Conference
Franulovic '- ousted fourthWednesday's Game
New Jersey at Philadelphia, fni
seeded Manuel Orantes of
Friday's Game
Spain 6-3, 7-5 in the first round
Philadelphia it New Jersey,(01
of the $175,000 Monte Carl(
Sunday's Game
New Jersey at Philadelphia. if neces?pen Tennis Tournament.
sary
In another match, flit,
Wednesday's Game
Atlanta at Houston, in
Nastase of Ftoniania twat
Friday's Gam!
Angel Giniinez of Spain 6-2, i.
Houston at Atlanta, n1
Sunday's Game
3.

Sports At A Glance
Baseball Standings
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Montreal at New York. ppd , rain .
Cincinnati 9, Atlanta 4
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia, ppd. rain
LOS Angeles 2, Houston 1
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San piegn Perry M.at San Francisco
I-0i,
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FAR LAM'S TRAVEL AGENC

Atlanta at Houston, if necessary
Western t =terrace
Tuesday's Gaiwe
1.o, Angeles at Denver, tn1
Friday's Game
Denver at los Angeles, 410
Sandal:. CAMP
Los Annetta at Denver, if necessary

Immediate Ticketing
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Today

TENNIS — MSU women vs UT-Martin, MSU tennis complex; MSU men vs UT-Martin, Martin, Tenn.
TRACK — MSU women at Southern Ill. Invitational in Carbondale.

Wednesday
BASEBALL — MSU (15-3, 2-0 OVC vs Western Kentucky,
Bowling Green, 1 p.m. 12 games).

Thursday
BASEBALL — MSU vs Arkansas State, Reagan Field.

Friday
TENNIS — MSU men at University of Louisville; MSU
women at Memphis, Term. ( versus Memphis St., Miss. St.
through Saturday)
_
TRACK—MSU men at Dogwood Relays, Knoxville, Tenn.

Saturday
TRACK — MSU women host Murray State Invitational at
Stewart Stadium.
TENNIS — MSU men at Western Kentucky.
BASEBALL— MSU at Eastern Kentucky.

Sunday
BASEBALL— MSU at Morehead.

Women Netters
Top Austin Peay
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. —
Murray State's women swept
all three doubles matches to
help it to a 7-2 victory over
Austin Peay in college tennis
Monday afternoon.
The Racers, flow 8-1, hosted
UT-Martin to a I p.mi match
at the MSU tennis con iplex
today.
Karen Weis beat Sherry
Harrison 7-5, 6-0 at No. 1
singles; Lynn Martin stopped
Marci 1Voodward 6-4, 6-4 at

No. 3; Anne Ress defeated
Susan Davila 3-6, 7-5,6-4 at No.
4; and Yvonna Utley whipped
Dianne Scott 6-4,6-1 at No. 5.
Bitsy Ritt, Murray's No. 2
player, was beaten by Mary
Ann Kobb 1-6, 6-3, 6-3; and
Becky Jones fell to Linda
Koch 6-1,6-3 at No.6.
In
doubles, Weis-Ritt
defeated Harrison-Kobb 3-6,63, 6-2 at No. 1; Ress-Jones
stopped Davila-Koch 6-0,6-3 at
No. 2; and Martin-Utley beat
Woodward-Scott 6-3, 6-2.

- getsseedling johnsongrass.
The surface-applied soybean herbicide that adds punch to a tank-mix.
• At standard.rates! Ncick-,115-ani-1unch-!-That's Surflan from Elanco. The herbicide that adds
' seedling johnsongrass control to a surface-applied tank-mix.
2" rain puts Surflan to work controlling seedling johnsongrass,
A I'
plus many other tough annual grasses arid-weeds. Surflan waits up to
three weeks for rain—over twice as long as Lasse. Even during a really
wet season, leach-resistant Suntan stays put through combining.
All this seedling johnsongrass control and full-season
power at less cost per acre, compared to Lasso.'
Get Surflan from your farm chemical supplier.
Elanco Products Company, A DivisiOn_of Eli Lilly
• and Company, Ivlianapolis, IN 46206, U.S.A.
•finned

r

n •kuageated retail: prices of Nurflan and 1,aaso at recommended rates.

_FR

,Surflan •

A..*

er,tolln, Llan,
o

*Whine. N•neanto,

Camp.,I

Surflan...whatever
a the weather.
Whe:n wted ....cording to labet directions

See your copier
serviceman
often?.

Tuesday's Gans,
Portland at Phoenix, tn.
Friday's Game
Phoeruz at Portland,
Sunday's 'dime
Portland at Moen's, if necessary

RWRs
n

SV 6

/

Second Round
Best of Seven Series
Dates Mad Times to he announced
FAIIII tern Coadereace
.winner vs San
FIslaidelphia-New Jersey
kit01110

winner vs Washington
Western ('anteresee
Phoenix-Portland winner vs Kansas
City
•
Denver-Loer Anizelest. winner vs Seattle
Atlanta-Houston

ferlelid Robbins owner
III M;in St

Dodgers stretched their
Bonnell connected for Atlanta. singled ahead of LaCock's
winning streak to four gan les Seaver allowed seven hits in double
and ended the Astros' three- eight innings.
game skein.
Mariners 5, A's 2
Dusty Baker doubled for the
Tigers 7, Royals 3
Ruppert Jones drove in two
Dodgers' first hit in the fifth
Ron LeFlore drove in four runs and scored a third as
arid scored on Ferguson's runs with a two-run double in Seattle handed the winless
A's
single, ending a string of 26 'the seventh inning and a their fourth straight
defeat
scoreless innings by Houston tworun single in the ninth as Jones drove in two runs with a
pitchers. The Astros tied it in the Tigers handed the Royals bases-loaded single
in the
the fifth on singles by Enos their first setback in four third. In the seventh,
he
Cabell and Art Howe, plus games. Kansas City had taken singled with one out, stole
Alan Ashby's grounder. a 2-1 lead off winner Milt second, went to third on a wild
Russell hornered to lead off Wilcox in the sixth when Pete throw by catcher Jeff
the sixth.
LaCock doubled a run home Newman and scored on center
and scored on Frank White's fielder Tony Arrnas' throwing
Reds 9, Braves 4
sacrifice fly. Wilcox, who was error. Meanwhile,Seattle leftSeaver got his 10th career relieved by John Hiller handers Floyd Bannister
and
honie run in the fourth inning. beginning the seventh, had Shane Rawley limited
the A's
It was his fourth against the checked the Royals on three to nine hits and one
earned
Braves, whom he beat for the hits until Darrell Porter MD.
47th time in 35 career
aecisions. Johnny Bench also
honiered for Cincinnati, while
What's Up
Gary Matthews and Barry

Though Not At His Peak,
Nicklaus Is Still A Threat

Miller_ sought to ease
reservations that Western
visitors might have about the
1980 Games in Moscow as a
result of rumors of endless red
tape, bureaucracy
and
violations of civil rights in the
Russian capital.
"I atii confident the
Russians will make every
effort
for these Games to.be
1.,„. Thus, by one simple, forAright question, was slain — the best organized and niost
true — one of the olde,st. pleasurable ever," Miller
said. -They would like to show
vinards in sports.
• - -the world theyy have the
C;
ability to stage- a world-wide
TULSA, Okla. — Seconds:For years,_ we_in the event."
seeded Eddie Dibbs defeated
feniocratic west have accused
In other words, the Olyni- Ove Bengston
and Toni
_

f
.-

work, The 6-foot-5 southpaw
hurled four scoreless innings,
allowing just one hit, to
preserve Bob Welch's 2-1
triumph over the Houston
Astros.
ln the only other National
League game, Toni Seaver
struck out 10 in eight innings
and also hit a home run as the
Cincinnati Reds whipped the
Atlanta Braves 9-4. The Pittsburgh-Philadelphia and
Montreal-New York games
An
nedwic
orut.an
weIn
lretherai
I.a,gue,the
Detroit Tigers downad the
Kansas City Royals 7-3 and the
Seattle Mariners beat the
Oakland A's 5-2.
Joe Ferguson's run-scoring
single and Bill Russell's solo
homer accounted for the Los
Angeles
runs
against
Houston's Vern Ruhle as the

Transactions
•
RASEMALL
Americas league•
MILWAUKEE aREWFRE,- r.ktinded
the contract of George Ramberger,
manager, through 19111)
NatWest league
ST LOULS CARDIN Atli An noun, ed
the retirement M Lou Brock. outielder.
effective it the end of the seasno
COL.LEGE
r;F,00G1A Named
Steve
Gree'r
assistant football coach

Maybe its time to see the new
—and very reliable —A B Dr.
990 plain paper cdpre,r
The 990 has all of the
%Wanted features of mnhiner,
costing 50% morif—includinr4
- the versatility to make 11" r 17 .
copies Copy both sides ar,
1
uSe most any kind 01 paper
eluding overhead ttanspaier
445 and labels
Call us

today

For bust resutts, always read
and follow label (Wootton..

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247591?
4
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THINK OF THIS....
as

You Can Save About

t
a
he
,le
'Id
ff
•r

839.28 A Year

ftnd
'S
ed

:t

CHAINSAW DEMONSTRATION — The chips fly as Earnest Hammond, a parks service employee from Calloway County, demonstrates proper use of a thainsaw to
Becky Loyd,a Murray State University sophomore,as John Estep, a freshman at Murray,
watches the demonstration at Empire farm in the 5,000-acre Environhiental Education
Center in Land Between The Lakes (LBL), TVA's I70,000-acre public demonstration
area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. The program on home chainsaw use is just
part oi TVA's effort to help acquaint the public with alternate energy sources and
promote energy conservation.

Carroll Gives Nod To McBrayer

• ted
No.
5.
o. 2
ry
and
•
• itt

at
t

By SY RAMSEY
There was an _ immediate
Associated Press Writer
hint of what was coming when
__— Carroll, of Paducah,appeared
FRANKFORT, Ky.'(AP) — at the wild game supper with a
Gov. Julian Carroll has made large green button on each
it official. He faVors former lapel saying "McCracken
state
Commerce
Com- County for McBrayer."
CaiToll said he had been
missioner Terry McBrayer for
hard-pressed in recent weeks
governor
But Carroll stresses that his by MeBrayer supporters to
backing does not constitute a come out for the former state
gubernatorial • — en- commerce commissioner and
one-time legislator as his
dorsement."
successtir.
_ .. . :
' • "There is a vast difference
----in—my mind," he said in an
The only alternative, he
interview. "I am just _ ex- said, was for him to 'say
pressing the view of one nothing through the May 29
, person and not trying to WI- primary.
pose my will on others.'
But Carrasaid the polls he
'- .— _
Carroll failed to startle a Thas taken, which he said give
crowd of about. 1,000 at a him a nearly, two-thirds
"varmint dinner" Monday positive job rating,"also show
-night .in Frarilitibrt when he that the people expect me to
made public his long,assunied speak out for the candidate I
support of McBrayer.
believe in." -

I

t

Dinner
for'179

However, he said, "I am not
going to make the normal
gubernatorial embrace. That
has dictatorial implications ...
This is the opinion of Julian
Carroll, for whatever it is
worth."
Carroll said that the consistent message he has
received from his constituents
in western Kentucky in the
past few days is: "Julian, we
want, you to come out for
Terry."
He said' that Mrs. Carroll
was upset because he would
not let her go to McBrayer's
filing ceremony outside the
Capitol.
The governor said he gave
McBrayer the news Monday
at Frankfort's Capital City
Airport between McBrayer
campaign stops.
Carroll said he told
McBrayer months ago that
before he would help him he
wanted- .the candidate to
Convinee Kentuckians that he
is -"as strong for.education as
Julian Carroll, and will be a
workaholic when elected —
Kentucky wants a full-time
governor."
Carroll said McBrayer is the
only candidate who has announced an education platform and one for senior
citizens and has made
available copies of his tax
returns- -for-- everiy year---4rt
public office.
"I am convinced that Terry
McBrayer is the one candidate
who can pull the Democratic
Party together and beat
Nunn," the governor said.

grAiraw2rAumunimirMAIWari

Beat the rising cost
of living by rising
news spaper coupons.

1

An average week of newspaper coupons is
about 816.14 this amount for 52 weeks is
8839.28.
And remember other specials without
coupons represent a great savings. Subscribe
to...

Mi!ierray Ledger.& Times
1

Reg. $2.34

SAVE 55c

roidurArAPAI4rArdritdrWAiwArdpround

Bridge Repair

the
Murray
Ledger 8c Times

State workmen will spend
' ,about
six weeks replacing

Monday- thru Thuriday

Captain D's.
seafood

The reference was to Louie
Nunn, the former governor
. who is a heavy favorite to win
the GOP primary. •—
Carroll said that despite the
impression
antiadministration critics try to
foment, the Democratic Party
is not divided.

MAYSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The city has ordered that the
bridge over the Ohio River "
from Maysville to Aberdeen,
Ohio, must remain open to
twoway traffic during peak
hours and on holidays while
maintenance and painting are
carried out this spring and
„summer. .Maysville City
Manager Dennis Redmond
says.

seven brackets anchoring
some of the bridge's vertical
spans. "There is no problem
r any danger. This is
preventive , maintenance,"
Redmond said. 4

3

and realize the great savings each week.
Newspaper shopping is a sure way to save.

trAdratauraurArAr

The
ChiPPer
02 pieces of fish filet
*crisp french fries
*creamy cole slaw
4Southern-Style
hush puppies. ofree 10 oz soft drink

3

Be Informed
Read The-Murray Ledger & Times
ammommomor

rArAnourArAnirArrnatik

.
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Ms. Weddington Defends President
Carter On Firing Congresswoman
,.
Bella Abzug as bead of the
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
National Advisory Council on
Won len.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) -*•Thatdoesn't mean he is not
President- Carter's special
con quitted
to
womee's
assistant for women's affairs
issues," the former Texas
says the administration is not
legislator told a group of about
dragging its feet on women's
75 people in the Kentucky
issues.
House
of
Representatives
Sarah Wedslington cited the
chamber. The gathering was
president's support of the
sponsored by the Kentucky
Equal Rights 'Amendment
coo trnission on Women.
during his State of the Union
Ms. Weddington said Carter
'siieech. And she outlined other. felt that he had
to have
areas in which progress is
son teone he could trust and
being made during an address
work with if the council were
,. to a Kentucky audience- to move ahead.
Monday. .
''It is not true that the
Ms.
Weddington
also president ,as dissapointed or
• defended Carter's- recent
upset -with the council for
. firing of controversial former
attempting
to
take
up
New York .,Congresswoman gronornic issues,"
she said.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

7 NOTICE

3. NOTICE

4

"It is not true he felt therhad
overreached their bounds."
In regards to the ERA, M$.
Weddington
said
administration efforts to win
approval in individual state
legislatures has been difficult
because it has found there
were generally few.undecided
votes in those States.
-Moir had their minds
Made up when elected," she
said, adding that those who
are undecided are recieving a
lot n tore mail oppusetab ERA
than supporting it.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

\Check
Your

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before

•

Ad

#4e#
--,.1

..so.
... ,

.A, ,. ,. . .
• 11... •

publication.

Advertis•rs - ore
requested to check' the
first insertion of ods .for

."The biggest problem with
ERA-.is understanding what it
does and doesn't do," she said.
Ms. • Weddington 'said the
administration is stressing
educational efforts to build
ssupport for ERA and "there
will probably be a major event
at the White House this fall to
enlphasize that education."
Ms. Weddington, an attorney and former general
counsel for the. U.S. Departwent of Agriculture, also said
--she felt That, not enough
qualified
women
and
ninorities
are
being

Murray Sport
And Marino •
Center -

corr•clions
This
newspaper
will
be
responsible for only one
,ncorrecr onsortIon ANY
ERROR . SHOULD
BE
REPORTED IMAIIE_DIATELI' SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY

now has lawn mower
repair,

711 S.4th St.
753-74111
E

AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN

ACROSS-:
DOWN
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
ERROR.
• Resort
/
1 Quarrel.
4 Greek letter 2 Wan
GOD IS LOVE I John 1:6.
6 Armed band 3 Near
"Bur' seek ye first the
11 Dialect
4 Bogs down
kingdom of God, and His
13 ActuVly
rightousness; and all these
5 CommonthingS shall be added tint°
15 Man's nickPiece
nominated • for
federal
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
name
- 6 Foretell judgeships.
phone, answered by God's
7 Digraph
46 Beast
servants -NOLA TAPE. 759oVidiie1t1tcat-.-4600. Bible Facts and Free
She said that while the
store. _Hear., our__bruildC14.1
19 Beverage
9 Soft mud
situation is improving biT
Sundays at 12 30 on WSJ Pr•
10 Wapiti. e
-21 Lugs
federal appeals courts,"it has
22 Printer's
12 Siberian
been - Most difficult" on the - measure,
river
IF YOU
district court level.
-23 [deceive
14 Old pronoun
NEED THEM
"I don't feel the names of
k Bitter vetch 17 Up a Airport
489.2414
36 Roman
oin cloth
-29 Baseball
20 Girl's name
qualified
and
- w.onien
'bronze
Elderly
•
54
Ambulance
753-9332
Hal i of
24 Doctrines
nUnorities have been subComp. Care .
. Famer ("79) 25 Female deer- 37. Firecrackers 55 Additional
. 753-6622
n tined,"she said.
42 wmh r d .
And: Latin
31 Ids
Fire(City) ..
27Poiilcrislt.
753-1441
-44 Snoop
However
--ST/CA-Wage-he
, she said she is not
Babylonian 28 Carei-aS
Fire(County)
753-6952
46.Universe
syrabol
59 Tin
familiar with the specific
- -29 Se'rtrant•Foster Parents
753-5362
48 Prepare - Tentonte -34 Heb'rew
uatton-i
Kentuck
n
y-,-where-a-30 Competent
Hospital.
49 Lowest point.
73-5184deity
month
recent list of 10 nominees for
32 Wild plum
51 Hawaiian
Hum.Rte.:Coin. . 753-0849
64 "Yes or
35 Chart
thrbe new federal district
Humane Soc... 759-4141
-Lamprey
11
4 5
judgeships, contained no
Learn To Read ... 753-2288
30 Nickel symII7 Wilda
minority nleinbers or women.
11 111
11
14
bol
Needline
...753-NEED
ill
Parents' Anon.
753-1792
1111
16 1
17 1
Ms.
Wedding
ton
said
a new.
- •
8111
'.. prefix ,
Poison Control
753-7588
revlew broc
'
edure for judicial
41 Observes
21
Police .
9.120
753-1621
nominees has improved the
Semi•preci-‘
IlI
Rescue Squad . _753-6952
23
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NI
26 27 78
111
number of women holding
ous stone
.753-0929
'45 Morning
federal judgeships. Howetter,. SenierCitizens
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32
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ill
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• -the result is not everything
34
State Pol. . 1400-592-5401
50 Mantra
we hoped it would be."
/'
52 Region
40
She said part of-the problem - This list of telephone
53 Vegetable
numbers is- published
with
federal'
district
46
56•Mar,-E s name 43
through the cooperation of
judgesh
ips /is that .the
uses
50 51
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1154 WI
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90 Proceed
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_Times and the Social
Fi
,
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and approved by the state's
Concerns Committee
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65 Aromas
iiiiipees for an appeals court
66 Time period
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PEANUTS

THE YEARS ARE
GOING 8'? FAST

WILL,
(OU WVE ME Wi4EN
I'M OLD AND GRAY?

IF I DON'T LOVE YOU
NOW, WHY SHOULD I
LOVE IfOU THEN?

BECAUSE I'LL
BE A SWEET
OLD LADY!

•

TORE 759 4600

120& Poplar
7S3-1227
FREE PARKING!

"Ilsie.Workman

Happy 10th
innirersarv
On Your
.30th BirthrttaV.
Ngs. i•('hiffl

2 2/10 acres with new
4 inch well, septic
tank, field line laid
only $5,500. Nouse
recently burned. Call
435-4380 or 753-81101.
5 LO-ifiL FOUND

1.10FealurOS

WHAT A
OH,-

SOY

--SHE

SNEAKY

BOUGHT AN

WAY To GET

ICECREAM
MAN'S

ME HOME

BELL

BEETLE BAILEY

BEETLE!

I'VE TOLD

YOU A
HUNDRED
TIMES THAT'S
NOT
FUNNY!

33. APTS. FOR RENT
26" OHMS BIKE,
Slut an
ONE
ROOM efficiency
exercise
bike. 527-0078
SMILE NNE
apartment,$85 Located near
26;TV-RADIO
campus at qiive Street
INSURANCE
WANTED: SOMEONE to
apartmenss 153
Set
.3415 or after
assume
pm. 753-4793. payments
on
Wayne Wits*. at
beautiful combination color
TWO BE DROOM apartment,
t.v and stereo. Call 753-7575.
382 N. 1 tth it.
available immediately. Call
27.
753,4331.
MOB.
HOME SALES
or Call 153-3283
FOR SALE: one bedroom
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 14. WANT TO BUY
mobile home, 10 X 40. $3000
NEWLY REDECORATED
Excellen
t
condition
JUNK CARS deliver or will
. 492 8614.
sleeping room for rent, one
pick up. Call 474 8854 or 527
1972 GLOBE MASTER, fully
block from University. Call
1315.
furnished with washer and
753-1812,759 4909 or 759-4481.
dryer, has underpinning and
JUNK CARS. Cal!~ 5Pm,
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
storm windows, 54500. Call
474-11$38.
•
FOR RENT: 4 bedroom. 2
527:1172.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
bath house. $325 per month.
NICE TWO bedroom furCell 753-5750.
CHAIN SAW chains, .38"
nished
mobile home on
pitch for T6" bar, 530.59; 20"
36. RENT OR LEASE
private- tot. can after 5 pm,
bar, $11.99, 24" bar. $14.55.
FOR RENT: S acres dark
759-198.4.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
tired,!2 acre air cured, barn
TWO BEDROOM,furnished,
KEN HOLLAND prints, first
available 489 2116 after 7
carpeted
.
-air,
trailer, $100
and second SerieS, numbered
n••
per month. Call 753-7212 after
and un-numbered. Call 759
3.30 pm or call Shady Oaks
1093or 437 4341.
and ask for no;23. - - - LAWN mowgR battery„ 24
12 X 60, 1978 MODEL, TWO
month guarantee, $20.99.
months old, must sell. 763
Wallin 14ardwore,
0270or 753-5644,MARINE BATTER'. 36
18 X 60 MOBILE HOME with
month 80 amp, $26.99; 60
31 acres of land on blacktop
month 95 amp,$36.99. Wallin
road 6 miles south east
of
Hardware, Paris
Murray. Call after 5 pm, 753SKIL SAW sale mode* 538,
5080.
$29.99; model 574, $34.99;
WANT TO
or lease land
211. MOB.HOME RENTS
model 559. S54.99, model 552,
to row crop
air cure barn
FOR RENT: 12 X-60, new
$66.69; model 553, 172.99;
Call 435-44
cerpet, new
furniture,
model 554, $7999. Wallin
P.LIVE
central heat and air, like
Hardware, Paris
REGI ERED OUARTE
new. Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
16 HOME FURNISHINGS
horse'yearling, 7 years old,
--FOR RENT: 3 bedrocan, 11 2
blood lines, trained for
g
bath mobile home located at
w tern pleasure, $8007
-R Worts _Court.
Used Furniture
stove,
briteretted persons only. 753-'
refrigerator, water, trash
•8.645 after 5:30 Pm.
Used Appliances
pickup, t.v. antenna, and air
311. PETS-SUPPLIES.
Conditioner
Used TV's
furnished.
Central gas heat. Deposit,
AKC REGISTERED Poodle
Hodge Son, Inc.
r uired. 435-4349.
puppies; very -reasonable, 7
205 So. 5th
weeks old-49441467.
TWO BEDROOM furnis
trailer, 10 minutes f OM
TOY POODLE. silver. 6
Murray, good for stu MM
months, housebroke, $100.
BEDROOM SUITE for sale,
Call 52/ 7621 after P
Has
papers. Perfect for
_includes
,
bed mattress
dsmall
children or retired
•,
I
A
box sPrIetiet "forMicit
double dresser with mirror,
WE BUY and s
used aor
41. PUBLIC SALES
night stand with lamp. Very
conditioners. 75 1551 or 7539104
good condition, $1.90 or best
YARD SALE! Thursday 8
offer. 753-9297 after 12 noon.
am to 5 pm, in Stella the red
30. US.
ALS
brick house in front of the
GE OVEN hood -and service'
SHOPPtNq CENTER next
trailer park.
Onit, $50. Call 484-2623 after6
to Murr7 -State University
St. R EAL:E STATE
Pm.
campus
building for rent.
Eguiied with gas neat and
QUEEN SIZE sofa bed, early
23 ACRES ABOUT 5 miles
air csAditioning Call 753-3018
American, excellent -confrom Murray. nice building
aft 5 m
dition. 435 4286.
spot on black top. Small lake,
all fenced and perminent
3 APTS. FOR RENT
11. FARM EQUIP.
•
pasture. Galloway Realty,
OR RENT: New 2 bedroom
ALMOST NE M F.. tractor,
phone 153-5842T
_XestflhAii.Yse aParfrhent,__ell
, -tHsk-, carpet, range, refrigerator_
:and bushhog. total -price,
dishwasher,
$9500 or tractor only $8000.
disposer,
WEYER LIVED IN frond novi
washer and dryer hookup,
Call 753-2878 or 753-4751.
34 BB / Beth Inch Yen
central heat and air Call 753
B ALLIS CHAMBER trac .r
sinth Coat Hort I As!
7550
and equipment, one
er
fertplike 2 000 so ft Brim!
FOR
Call 474 2302.
RENT:- furnished
arms Largo cypress doth on
apartment near University,
CUB LOWBOY tract
with
water furnished. 753 4140 or
thrls. sok' locorted 0, Mins
belly mower disk a "foot
436 2411
slashes+, mon Imhof rant lot
blade-. good . to
ion. Call
NICE
4901) 247 5665.
TWO
Bosh for Tom Rama hying
bedroom
apartment, partial utilities
FOR SALE: F crallitatom
Johrt Smith, Realtor
furnished. 1414 Vine •
plow with ye er cotters for
trash. Burc 11, 2 fool -disk
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
apartment, appliances, in _
earl after 4.m,436 4335.
cluded, $110 per month Cali
N 3-14" BOTTOM
753
8271 or 753 0763 after 5
ckiellyerly, Route 6.
Pm
6085.
NICE - FURNISHED one
46
INTERNATIONAL
bedroom apartment. Inquire
753-7411 (anytime)
H cab heat and air, 201
400 5 13th St.
es 'and duals, tunic
ighted 419 2426 or AO2412.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
ONE ROW Moline tractor,
Mf
plow, disk, and cultivator
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Call after 6 pm,4894716
• Cll.74'd An
Wed.
SNAPPER MOWER blades,pit
Ml
o
1
c
n
50
id
'
iud
7
F
c
ayia
u
ry
i
i
Saturila
d
s
10[115
7
00
'26", 28",
your choice,
4599 each.-Wallin
Hardware,
30"'
11111(1 SHAY( SI 25
Paris.
ter belt
sael & loess edit Moose cell 753 1645 ono Any
mf
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
mom Wary WOK Sorri4o
$12.99; 3 gallon, $13.99
stainls steel, 3 gallon
$29.99. Wallin Hardware
'Paris.
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
and Stratton, engine, chain
FREE
drive, $209.99 Wallin Heraware, Parrs.
20
MILE
- TRACTOR-.13AT_TERS ES._ It
DELIVERY
guarantee, 6 volt 173
ammp,groucr 3 EH,544.99, 12
153-0984
volt, 4)0 amps, group 30 hi,
$44.99. Wallin Hardware,
floored
and
ready. Up to 12 I 24. Also born style, of Paris.
(ices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or UWEED EATER, Model 500or
- 507, 09.99. Why pay that high
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
" Price when you can pure-hosedomed From Fri.
60. Buy the best for less.
Model 2201 RotoShear for
p.m.ttl Son p.m
only $32.99. Wallin Hard
ware.Pares.
WHEELBARROWS, $15.88.
$79.99, $39.99 AND $49.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
WANT TO buy or lease dark
or air cured tobacco base
437 4198
22. MUSICAL
USED
FENDER
Division of Atkins Gutter Service
Stratocaster with case, in
mint condition Celt-713
,
40*
after 6 pm.'
23:EXTERMINATING 1-^

.057 -APPROXIMATELY 7*
onth old- mixed breed.
'male dog, mcistly white
,all and pepper body) with
:'ark ears and •face. Lost ill
*he vacinity of the New
,providence area. Answers to
-he name of _Pepper.- If.seen
please rail 753 7618 after 5:30
Pm.
LOST: .BEA-G-LE,SIZE.
short-haired, -brown legs and
face, black -,Ind iltey spotted
body. Reward. Call 759 11
alter 5 pm.
LOST PUPPY! Last se
in
641 North vacinity. Fñ3ale,
black with white ,hØt and
Paws. bob tail, no cqllar .753
8810
6. HELP
• --- WANTED
• DESK CLERK Full time.
apply at Regal 8. no phone
_calls please.
y
EXPERIENCED .SERVICE
man-wanted for heating and
cooling
company
in'
• --Mayfield Good _pay and good__
benefits Call 247 0934
EXPERIENCED
CHANIC. Dwain 11aYilite
vrolet
Call 753 2617,
after 5 pm call 437 4139 and
' ask ior 0 L Mathis,
FULL TIME route mairs.
Apply in persdn only, 'Lynn
Grove Egg Company, Lynn
Grove,HL
•K se
E
PWANTED 5urn-rh-er
work as youth camp coun
sler. 362-8660.
KITCHEN HELP needed
Please apply at Seven Seas
restaurants-after 3:30 pm at •
.
illArthp.AR
r
T time, merit
pay, bonus plan. Apply at
Regal 8, no phone calls
please.
m
A.NI C
W ANT h D.
Must have experience in air
conditioners, front enig
alignment, turieups, and.
brakes. Salary plus corn
mission,
good
fringe
benefits. Apply at GoodyearService Store,
:I
f. and
Glendale, Murray No phtme
calls
ATIM
9"1s
e E. Fisher
1Hunter. Need a sales
representative
for
the
Kentucky Outdoor-Press in
this area. Only a few hours
per week necessary. Call or
-write-K..0.P- 1516.Beech SL,
2*,MIS-eV-LIAN EOU S
Radcliff, KY 40160. (502) 351
BATHTUBS, WHITE. 5
8494
steel, $44.99, Colors, 469 99.
PART TIME take inventory
Wallin
Hardware, Paris. local
stores
Car
'in
COMMODES, WHITE,
necessary. Write phone
$39.99; Colors, $47.50. Wallin
number, experience to
Hardware,Paris.
Inventory Control Co.. IBC
Box 304, Paramus, NJ 07652.,
DIAMOND R I NG-'set, per
ted i
kt.' selataire. $250
SAL.-0-5/._ MANAGEMENT
Mbst see! Call 753 5y54
career-Mmlunity With a
evenings. •
leader in our field. One of
Northwestern
Tennessee's.
EARTHWAY
PRECISION
fastest growing companies,
Orden seeder complete with
six plates, $39 99 Wallin
has aui opening for sales
-inanager who is experienced.
Hardware, Paris.
,will consider grocery or
LA4/14. • MOWE
0- With steel
related management type
ball bearing wheels, 3,, hp
exxperience.'Must have
Briggs and Stratton. engine
track
proven.
record,
, instant height adiuStment,
subordinates,
su perviiing
S99.179. Wallin Hafd-VTare„
actteyin
ggoals.
Position
and
Paris.
flCludeseSal8rY In thle $20,000
LARGE CAN dlink machine,
range plus bonus- plan,
for information call 753 9061.
-coinpany car, expense acretivreamcaetniotnp,lancornmeaajonry,
RAPID GRO, 8 oz.. $1.39, 16
pacouRint,
oz . 52.19; 37 oz .53 75, 5 lb..
57 75. 10 lb., 511.85. Wallin
m edical healtti insurance.
Hardwar
life and weekly indemnity
_
. e, ECaris.
on
ance.
resu
r
s
d
Sen
m
m
in
a
n
r
e
rio
o
ini,sputry
RAPID SHARPENER for.
person.
precision saw chain filing.'
lingCo
13 wern
st,
papeneys,
Routei Bottling
$1299
at Wallin Hard
only
ware,Paris.
marion. IL 62959.
SAW crosT- for sale.
-1-11411. __STUFF 1 H- G EN
thoemaker
Lumber Co..
ELOPE'S
self
Send
.
Mcginiie,Tn.T901)337 5777. V
envelope
!Left
_.,sck/r!
ess
.
""'""_1111 .5 TAINLESS_STEEL kitchen
7.•.7••••=;;.A
. -...--..latilTlielibfettlftlpflerfle01,_4 y
clot-111On, LA
-.....--------"v°
- -'
hole, self rimming, $29.99-.
WAITRESSES AND break
$3999. $4949. Wallin Her
fast and _dinner cOok s
dware, Paris.
wanted, days only, apply in
TEIkI SPerD bicycle, $20,
person, Hungry Bear, 1409
snare drum, $75; white tub
win Street.
and sink, $20, a differential
A1TRES$' WANTED,
fOr a go cart, $12; 100. amp
Restaurant in
s
more
service
without pole,$75 489
'
awl.497-9785.
7440

the

&k

z

12. INSURANCE

Kelley's Termite
& Pest kentrol

4-iO

BLOOM
1
( ,14A1-5 THIS

ONLY THE- GU'S-TOMER
WHO BUYS

SlAlEATER
NAADE OF

cy

i•
.1

,
PlIANTOM

:6
‘7
:
:S
LA%04I 4'
5'

GO,
HERO

A
DEMON!

Ilitt

AI

NIZ

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Circle

Fencing

*Chain Link Fencing
•Western Cedar Fencing

- e Estimates
-,*; We Give ire
300So. llth
Murray,Ky.

-Phone
753-8407

WANT AN EXCITING
REWARDING CAREER?
Kuhns Big K Stoles Corporation has it
tor,
you in retail store Management.
We are seeking those individuals who
self motivated, positive thinking adults are
a sincere desire-and a strong dedicat with
become a Successful professional ion to
manager. Experienced or not -We will store
you through our management training train
programs.
It you are this type of person
we would
discuss your future with us. Please like to
t
your local Big K or Big K Edwardcontac
s store
manager for all of the-particulars; or send
a
resume in strict confidence to:

DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL
KUHN'S BIG K STORES CORP
245 GREAT CIRCLE ROAD
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE
37228

KING ef-.VALUES
WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER. M/F

a
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53. SERVICES OFFERED
50 USED TRUCKS
53. SERVICES OFFERED 1969 CHEVROLET 3/4 ton 53. SERVICES OFFERED
MOBILE HOME anchors,
pickup, 4 speed, new tires'
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving, underpinning, roofs sealed,
and
awnings,
and brakes $600 Call after 5 CARPET CLAINING, free patching, also seal coating
patio
TERRIFIC LOCATION...314
aluminum carports, Call
Dm,753 8623.
estimates, - satksfied Phone 436-2573.
6
S 9th is the location of this/
after
steam
Jack Glover, 753-1873
1968 CHEVIROLET STEP references. V ibra Vac
LICENSED ELECTR
bedroom, 2 bath home. Close
6 cylinder automatic, or dry cleaning. Call Lee's prompt, efficient serylce, Pm
van,
to hospital, doctors, schools,
Cypet Cleaning, 753 5827.
call Ernest Waite, 753.0,05.
ideal for camper. 474 2267.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
churches, and
shopping.
and air conditioning. repairs
ton, VS DRtEWAYS
.i
3
VAN,
DODGE
-1973
WHITE
753
Call
Besidesthe.4 bedrooms and?
WILL MOW yards
and remodeling arountd the
South 17th at Sy C.thnOt•
automatic, $1250. Phone 436and graded, all size 9210.
rock
baths, you have Large living
home. 753-2211.
111
5524.
pea gravel, free estimates.
room, kitchen, full basement
7511651
TELEPHONE
:Tr'
WILL MOW yards, using_ my
1966 FORD PICKUP, V8, has Clifford Garrison, 753 5429
and a 32 X 18 Swimrnjng pool
own mower. 753-6233.
•
and pa tion enclosed by
, topper. 1970 Chevy Caprice_ after 4 pm.
REAL ESTATE
to
enough
Close
Can 753-8825 before 5 pm and 6UANE AND his crew can
private wooden fence. Call
WILL DO babysitting in my
t
753-8080
ask for Randy.
shopping that you can
today for an appointment to
home for infant, nights only.
do it all. Does your lawn need
see at 547,500. The Nelson
753-9793.
FOR SALE: 1975 Datsun a spring cleaning, perhaps a
walk is the three
Pr Weiliwicial Sect:Kea
Shroat Co., Reattors. 759- pickup with topper, 49,000 cut, a trim, or a good raking?
WILL HAUL driveway whIte
With The Frtendly Touch
bedroom brick at 1397
1707.
76215254.
lawn
actual miles. Phone
your
Whatever
rock and also stockpile lime.
me
call
so
care,
I
IN
Johnson. Carpet,
call
GROCERY
are,
Call or see Roger Hudson at
maintenance needs
1965 FORD PICKUP, good
-• ' •
before you buy and _753:6763 or 753-4545.
ran.ge,
Motcir, needs brakes, $125. Duane,753-0765.
drap'es,
BROWN'S GROVE exexpert
inter
AND
489
2468.
Coil
WET
EXTERIOR
BASEMENT? We talk to an
refrigerator, outside
Fine opportunity to go
make wet basements dry,
1963 FORD PICKUP, short painting, cgrpentry wo
perieneed in the field
into business for yourstorage and fenced
work comptetety guaranteed.
wheel base, small VS, $450._ done,decks arid porches ilt
For
coverings.
floor
of
and repaired, butter dee ri
Call or write Morgan Con489-2440.
self. Ideal Country Setback yard. Lots of
stn
or
installation,
struction Co., Route 2, Box
free estimates and
1978 FORD BRONCO, 351, 2
built-ins and closets.
ting, grocery store, in*a s,
concrete
plumbing,
Paducah, KY 42001,-or
409A,
friendly advice, call
barrell. Call 753-3501.
patios, 'and driveways ,also
call day or night, 1,442-7026.
cluding stock and fixPriced at $37,500.00 but
at -136-2124.
Ray
1967 GMC STRAIGHT shift,6 done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PJV
WILL MOW yards. Call 753.
tures. Begin your new
make us an offer!
ton, fair for free estimates
1971 unded Casio,. SW.CtiGile
cylinder, ki
8251.
.shape.$350'.00 Phone 753-8474.
venture today - For
FENCE SALES zit Sears
Catch A Falling
NICELY WOODED five acre
1970 RANGER XLT, Ford now. Call Sears 7.53-2310 for
ONLY $29,960. Boydon
located
homesites
Price Tog
pickup and camper, OX- free estimates for your
Majors Real Estate,
blacktop road near lake. Any
'7
cellent condition. Call 753- needs.
And move into this
of these attractively priced
3229.
105 N. 12th St.
link
chain
‘
J
r
YOI
FOR
bought
properties can be
neatly decorated 3
51. CAMPERS
eds, contact
fencing
with a tow down payment 43. REAL ESTATE
47. MOTORCYCLES
2
bath
home
22' MINI. home Montgomery Ward_ Fr
bedroom,
the balance financed
and_
hillS
Rolling
ALR!
FRESH
HONDA 350 FOUR,semi 1973*.DODGE
1972
7531 of accessories.
estimates 753-1966.
with
509 a 1036_54a
over an extended period.
.
andd clear, smokeless skies
that is less than a year
chopped,5300. 436-5325.
4
or 4
FOR CHAIN link fencing,
are in abundance at bin 12
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
as
top
SUPER Sport,
•
extras
old.
HONDA
Such
750
0101,
over
753
St..
cab
Circle A fencing, division of
1111 Syamore
acre m.1 tract not too far
DODGE CITY
good running condition. eamper, excellent condition, Atk 's Gutter Service. 753
quality wall to wall
753 7531 "
out . also has 3 bedroom
resonably . priced. Call 753- 8401.
mobile home and 30 X 30
$750. 435-4126.
carpeting, thennopan
pm.
9413 after 6 O
body shop. Call today...753
YOUR upholstery
FOR
52. BOATS & MOTORS
e
and
central
windows
mileage,
low
CL-350,
HONDA
Loretta
1492. offered
by
FOOT 'SASS boat, 1978 60 heeds, we do all kinds.
15
Call
753condition.
excellent
air
for
only
heat
and
Jobs Realtors.
hp motor and trailer, Furniture, boats, vans, cars,
5335.
$37,900. Make your
Lawrence depth_ finder, and we have a wide selection
1977 750 HONDA; 7,700 $2600. Ca1l753-9349.
of beautiful fabrics and
move today and be the
MILES, lots of extras, $1450.
naugahyde. We work to
Time For
V
d
19'7"
MODEL
1978
436-2547:
plese. Call 753-5361 or 753proud owner 'of this
This choice home will show you real pride of
with 22.% hp 6488.
A Commercial
Runabout
YD-M111
48. AUTO.SERVICE
fine home located in
inum
Check out this lovely 3 bedroomMercruiser, all al
ownership.
-REAtiSTATE - R+E6,24-month Tandum trailer. yes been GUT
Building located at the -CAR
Kiflisey -Community.
diiihigroonx-family room with
ife:it
----t
iithfortriar
753-4320. Sears .continous gutters
guarentee,.522.88. 36 month water only,one tir
75340110
corner of 3rd and Main
Phone
Itopperud
your
nEr room and much, much
game
15
x
23
guarentee, 80 amp, $26.99. 60 1977 16' RUNABOUT, RED installed'
fireplace,
at
known
Streets and
month guarentee, 995 amp, metal flake, White interior, specifications. Call Sears
Realty, 753-1=2. We
Professional Servo es
from Murray High
block
one
Located
more.
the Wallis Grocery $36.99. Wallin Hardware, 75 rip Evinructe motor,'Bed 753-2310 for free estimates.
With The Friendly Touch'
are members of.
Priced at 862,500.
School.
exan
in
Paris.
is
by
This
BLOWN
INSULATION
Building.
Call
$3450.
Only one summer.
COUNTRY ESTATE.
Multiple Listing SerSears, save- on these high
TIRE SALE: Premium 753-5315 or753.3143.
cellent location for any
heating - and cooling bills.
.. Situated on 29 acres,
white %Sall, 4 ply
vice.
grace,
SERVICES OFFERED
Price
53.
business.
retail
Call
Sears, 753-2310, for free
Proteastonaitiers
Road
Hazard
polyester with
this new Colonial
E N - estimates.S,
ODDITION
$20,000.
$21.39
A78X13,
With The Friendly Tow, r
to
guarantee.
reduced
'
breathtaking
fireplaces,
home is
LAND!
and $1.72 FET; E/8X14, CLOSURES,
SUBDIVISION
Kopperud
Contact
A NEW HOME.. $25.63 and $2.20 FET; garages, home building, LANDSCAPING- A-NO lawn-invest in land • advise the
So many luxuries - 11
all
for
753-1222
See
Realty,
F78X14, 126.40 and $2.32 insurance woslc, new baths care by the job or contract
PRICED RIGHT.
expects. This acreage is just
rsm.,3 baths. 2 central
-F ET; G78X14 or 15, -$28.39 and kitchens, restorations. for entire season - wilt rake,
south of Murray and joins
details.
the
..tbls.outandizg offer!
electric heat pumps,
-web,
p reltI gttra s
and $2.54 FET; H713X14 or 15, Murray Remodeling,- 753- trim, prone; seed,-tertittze,
and mow your lawn,-care for
ft is vacant, ready to
plat
$30.52 and '$2.76 FET;, 5167., ,
d iv ision...prOteSSiOrta I
central electric air
753
L78X15; $32.86 and $346 -APPLIANCE REPAIR. All shrubs and Hower beds. Call
available.. dialsols•the
hut
small
be
welcome you! 3 Br.,
AAAY
IT
formal
coVitioning,
models, 436-5576 after 5 pm for free
and
makes
1492. offered. by 'Loretta
pricet__ 2 bedroom home FET. Wallin Hardwa
2 baths, new-G.E.
/
11
Refrigerator and air con- estirnates.
living rm., dining rm.,
Jobs Realtors.
located within blocks of Paris.
work LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
All
ditioning.
rental 49.USED CARS
appliances ion 2 acre
j:
doWntown...good
full basement. So
property...We will show you 1973 BUICK CENTORY 2 guarenteed. Call 753•0762 and gas installation, will do
lot, this home is worth
must
you
quality
much
plumbing, heating and air
anytime.
Sisley Radian
by ratting 753-1492...offered door hardtop, V8, AM-:FM 8
your careful conBYAR'S BROTHERS & Son- cortelittoning. Call 753-7203.
see to appreciate by.Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Sales
track,$1300. Call 753-9349. Realty
4 BLACK TOP'
General Home remodeliag, MITCHELL
sideration. Call Us
COIL WHIT MOM!
tastefully decorated to
1976 DATSUN, 35,000i miles, framing, aluminum siding, PI NG, driveways and small
Auctioneer Healtor759Call
Today. Boyd-Majors
$2000.
runs
good,
Boydthe last details.
gutters, and roofing. Call 1- jobs a speciality, also patAppraiser
4621.
Real Estate, 105 N.
ching and seal cdating. 753395-4967 or 1-369.4895.
371
Majors Real Estate,
NICE,
ALLY
EXCEPTION
...
WORK -septic ,537.
12th St.
St.
Insurance &
12th
air BACK HOE
N.
105
'door,
4
re,
LeSa
1973
dirt
and
tanks, gravel
,„,41111111111,
low
conditioned, new tires,
Court Square
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
'$1350. Can be seen
mileage,
Murray, Kentucky
CONCRETE & BLOCK wook.
at 1803,Col lege Farm Road.
Block garages, basements,
753-4451
driveways, walks, patios,
1 11111M FOE( SALE: 1974 Chevrolet steps, free estimates. 753.
411111111111111.11.
Impala, 4 door, new tires.
Call be seen at 314 Wood:awn 5476.
:CARPENTER'S' or call 753-2365.
do
to
Shine
FOR, SALE: 1974 Buick AVAILABLE •
• Rain or Shane
etc. Call for
.rembdeling,
.
Luxus
$1500.
stationwagon
after 4
753-6122
121.
_TE.
'
estimates,
Hwy. 4.5 South.
r;arguS
Kentucky,
ullev
property,
Hus.
Water
Kentucky,
Coldwater.
753-9297._
.*
pm.
' • •
1973 GOLD COUGAR 'XR7
small jobs
those
GET
UNIT
CAt4T
e0VAPLETE
ONE
AS
SOW
•
Call 759-1432
around the house or mobile
EXCELLENT RESTAURANT WITH ALL Fe-LAS:EQUIPMENT, AND STOCK DOING A LARGE
1972 LTD BROU
Al
HAM.
so
home done? Carpentry,
an early American couch. painting,
VOLUME OF BUSINESS. REASON FOR SELLING HEALTH PRFBLEM.
plumbing,
Call 753-9915
aluminum siding, patios,
1974 MONTE CARLO. white .small concrete jobs. Call 436Ure And Earn
on black on 'white, slotted 2562 after 5 pm.
.••••
180!
aluminum Wheels. AM 8 CARPET' CLEANING, at
Extra nice duplex
track stereo, air shocks. Call reasonable rates. Prompt
4
apartment. Each side
753-8257.
and efficient service. Custom
HWY. 45
has 2 bedrooms,living
NICE 1971 FORD Torino, 2 Carpet Care. 489-2774.
LOT 105'
105' r
tone green, new tires, $0. CARPENTER
room, kitchen, and
WORK,
Call 382-2626, Linville.
--remodeling and all types of
bath. Modern kitdiens
BY
home repair work
have all built-in ap180'
George,.you. had twitter Lau
_ pliances. Located juSt
him! Call 753-0765. Halt acre lot approximately 1440 so FI 3 bay service
outside the city limits
DO YOU need stumps
acre lot atXxolimateiy 3200 Sg ft Grocery
WILL SEA.1 -76 PEOPLE Large crowd every night Wonderful opportunity for someone looking for a
station natural gas heat and 2 rest rooms
so you only pay county
removed from your yard or
building. natural gas, neat and rest room
We
stumps?
cleared-of
profitable business
good
Land
taxes. A beautiful way
can remove stumps up to 24",.,
IFOR PRIOR INSPECTION CONTACT SELLING AGENT
to be practical. Priced
TRUCK - '66 Dodge,
below the ground, leaving
at $41,500. Phone KopCRASNIIR TRACTOR
only sawdust and chips. Call
good conditon. $650.
4 window air conditioners
1977 MODEL TD 15 SERIES C INTERPItTIONAl
1. All tables and chairs
free estimate, Sieve Shaw
for
perud Realty,753-1222.
(with less than 1500 hours).
Call 489-2711.
11. 2 - 220 volt heaters
2. Cash register
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 43543.43.
3 Ice Maker
12. 2 Gas stoves
44. LOTS FOR SALE.
13. 1 - 17 ft upright deep freeze
4. Ice cream freezer
10---ACRES FOR sale by
14 Steam table
5. Drink box
owner. 489-2608.
15 Dishes cookware silverware. kitchen knives
6. Grill
46. HOMES FOR SALE_
& other items.
7. Deep Well
BEAUTIFULLY
A
16 Sale also includes all stock on hand
8. Drapes
_decorated new 3 bedroom, 2
bath Colonial ranch. FOrmal
17 Wall to wall carpeting
9 2 Refrigerators
living and dining room, eat.
in kitchen, cabinets galore,
[FOR PRIOR INSPECTION CONTACT SELLING AGENT
energy saving .fireplace, 10
closets plus 2 car, garage.
tractor
.Near-dompietion. Offered by
Model 7415 Series C inlernational Crawler Iran
builder, 753 5167.
Engine, power shdt
Case 10 tt. wheel disc, good condition
Powered with DE 466 Diesel
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom,?.
.
-orrwwww-mearbantas.1 sown raNe-.4: CC Track shoes.
..-• • • -•
Tritj,•-EKE
KO;
drive COref
front oul-inoali. engine side encknure, sprocket
family room with fireplace,
rear screen,
seal guard. anti-vandalism 14. hoot sweeps,
eat-in kitchen, gas heat, near
4661E200181110.
unit-Sit 424-0020003458, Engine SN
Murray High, 811 Doran
Itundilder wall-- *Quipped with 15-C-D2 Semi "U" Hydraulic
Road. 753.8405,
Preco
.3
and
SN424-002-9863
cylinder.
Hydraulic tilt
BY OWNER: 4 bedroom,24
teeth_
Scarifier
Becht!)
baths, living, dining, and
TERMS! 10% down dote of sale, balance on delivery of deed within 20 days.
family room with fireplace,
delivery of deed or title within 20
on
balance
sale.
of
of sole price at lick_to,qualified buyer.
dincri.date
u•ill finance at least
lorf
Seller
TERMS:
mat.in kitchen, study, double
garage and large fenced
days.
yard, gas heat. 1701 Johnson.
753 1663.
Three
OWNER:
BY
bedrooms, two full baths,
The Auctioneer
living room, large den with
8010 MAJORS
The Aii7tioneer
fireplace, country' kitchen,
I'll. 502-623-8:1045 or 023-0030
1E4 ESTATE
two car garage, fenced
02310930_
V4 NG) 1; 1811. kENTI CK)
ard-,-- gas hear,
backy
air. Low 560's. Shown by
iN1:1 FARI(. KENT, 1:10
YouII like doing business with one of Western Ky's finest
Call 759apobintment oril
Weekdays
4503 atter 5 -m.
auction firms:SEE YOU THERE
You'll like doing business with one of Westernf Ky's finest
FOUR OR five bedroom,
auction firms. SEE YOU THEW
Gatesborough. home. ,Call
759 114f.
,
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43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE
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Ray McKinzie
Carpet Service
& Installation
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'OUR

IRST CREDIT CARD CAME
'TODAY. H

CAPTIVATING

4

Purdom & Thurman
Real Estate
,rhs,de

AUCTION

AUCTION

SATURDAY,APRIL 14 1-0:00 A.M.

Saturday, April 14.

elA
'
poel

1:30 P.M. Rain or

- REAL ESTATE AND 11E)*1 EQUIPMENT

'St USED iwucws
FOR
SALE

SALE INCLUDES: •
-10

EASTER SPECIAL

fiaPaififir

Gibson Country
Cured Aged Ham
30`, Per Lb. Off Regular Price
LL S1.69

AUCTION

Gibson Ham Co.

an

1 11511PI.,

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
247-7979-_ Mayfield, Ky.

107 N. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours:

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
' -2-.47-7479 -1finfield.- Ky. -

1B James R. Cash,

James R.,Cash.

7 A.M. to 5 P.M.
7 A.M. to 12 P.M. Sat.

Car Stereos
Jensen, Pioneer, Craig,
Automatic Radio, Sankyo

muIPure Power
Turntables

Blank Tapes
Maxwell Memorex,
T.D. K. Ampex .
Video Tapes

--Underdash Stereo With Speakers-

'3495 While They Last
'Easy-Finarcing"
NI

Salmi, Sony, BM,
Toshiba, Garrard, A.D.C.

Tape Cases
Galore!

Casset Decks

Sansui, Sh arp,
Sankt°. Toshiba

Color -Organs, Strobe,
Disco, Plus Many Others

Home Stereos
Hitachi, Craig,
Emerson, Toshiba

Shop Our Store
and SAVE

World of Sound

222 So. 12th

Speakers
Sansui,
Studio Lab, Ultralinear

753-5865

We Service & nstalI
What We Sell
•

Only a $1000
Installation Charge

•
- Utmost Display 0.1 Car_ esilleme Moms,
Plus Tapes and Albums in West Ky.

"Lay Away"
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, Deaths And Funerals
Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Jones

Funeral Held Today
For Mrs. Armstrong

Golden E. Wilson
Dies At Hospital;
Rites Wednesday

Now.

•drimil .• refer, es Se

am. C."

.arema *mil. rm."de NW • p.m,as.
WI elr a.. ode
Uka••• oral 11*h Mon Oa emadOe

the •••11.1.61.•a.
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